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The National Council for Urban Economic Development 

The National Council for Urban Economic 
Development was founded in 1967 by a handful 
of professionals testing a new approach to urban 
revitalization--the use of public resources to lev
erage large amounts of private reinvestment in 
our nation's cities. 

But times change, and so have local develop
ment policies and issues. What hasn't changed 
over the years is what is at the heart of CUED's 
services--the understanding of the major role 
that information plays in the ability of local and 
state officials to design and implement develop
ment strategies. To this end, CUED dispenses 
information through three basic methods. 

Publications 

Members receive all CUED's periodicals: 
* Developments is a newsletter published 22 

times a year. 
* Commentary is a quarterly journal present

ing in-depth articles about innovative and effec
tive programs and approaches in economic de
velopment. 

* Economic Development Abroad provides a 
global view of the field bi-monthly. 

* Annual reviews of the economic develop
ment field and the federal budget. 

CUED also puts out a steady stream of tech
nical reports on all aspects of economic develop
ment, on new and time-tested strategies. Its 
stock of reports and manuals numbers over 60. 

Meetings 

* Each spring, CUED holds its annual meet
ing in Washington, presenting over several days 

nationally prominent speakers from both the 
public and private sectors, and offering field trips 
to nearby noteworthy projects. 

* During the course of every year CUED 
holds several conferences and workshops in all 
parts of the country, so people can meet and hear 
the top experts in the topics under discussion. To 
illustrate, in the span of a few months CUED's 
calendar listed meetings on enterprise zones, the 
latest financial trends, "success stories" in eco
nomic development, the link between higher 
education and economic development, alterna
tive approaches to financing projects and indus
trial development. 

Personalized Assistance 

* Through its Technical Advisory Service, 
CUED sends teams of expert advisors to cities 
and communities to provide on-site advice and 
recommendations on the best development strate
gies for local officials. 

* Through its Information Clearinghouse, 
CUED can put its extensive reference library to 
members' disposal with just a phone call or letter. 

* A dozen state chapters offer an opportunity 
for many members to influence and interact on 
state policy issues. 

* Members of CUED, both institutional and 
individual, represent all facets of economic de
velopment. There are state and local develop
ment professionals, elected local officials, com
munity organization leaders, Chamber of Com
merce directors, entrepreneurs, developers, public 
utility executives, academicians and others who 
need to keep abreast of the latest trends and 
strategies. 

The National Council for Urban Economic Development 
1730 K St. NW, Suite 915, Washington DC 20006 

(202) 223-4 735 
Jeffrey A. Finkle, Executive Director 
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The relationship between transit and eco

nomic development has never been as critical as 

it is today. Employers consistently and increas

ingly cite the efficient movement of people and 

products as a major consideration in a site loca

tion decision. As quality-of-life factors also be

come more important, a locality's ability to main

tain efficient access can mean the difference 

between economic expansion and recession. As 

a result, economic development practitioners 

depend on a properly planned and managed 

public transit system to help attract and retain 

business and industry. 

Joint Development 

On the other hand, transportation officials 

depend on a healthy and diverse economic cli

mate to generate riders and raise revenues for 

building, operating and maintaining expensive 

public transportation systems. An efficient pub

lic transit system is dependent upon an active 

workforce, off-peak ridership, and high density 

uses around rail lines. The decisions made by 

economic development officials with regard to 

land use planning and job generation clearly 

have an effect on the success and failure of public 

transit systems. Also important to transportation 

officials is the relationship between economic 
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developers and the private sector. Finding inno- added value back to the community and a part-

vative ways to encourage cost-sharing with busi- nership is formed. 

ness--whether it be highly-complicated joint 

development deals and privatization arrange- DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS 

ments, or simply leasing space in a station to a 

vendor--has become an increasingly important 

role for the transportation official and one with 

which the economic developer can assist. 

Though the link between transit, and specifi

cally, rail systems and economic development 

could reasonably be described as symbiotic -

each arguably needs the other to survive -- it is all 

too often forgotten. In city after city, transporta

tion planners draw maps of ideal routes while 

economic development officials target growth 

areas. Often, the two plans are not congruous nor 

done in consultation. Unfortunately, when trans

portation and economic development officials 

are working independently the results can be 

haphazard, and often counterproductive. 

An effective partnership, however, can be the key 

to success. By working with transportation offi

cials to target growth near stations, encourage 

the most appropriate uses for property near rail 

lines and provide incentives such as density bonuses 

in return for developer contributions, economic 

developers can play a critical role in the success 

of the transportation system. In return, transpor

tation officials can offer flexibility in the design of 

stations and routes, extend air rights over lines 

and stations, and offer concessions critical to 

enticing developers. Ultimately, by using these 

incentives, the public sector can add significant 

value to the real estate developer's project. In 

return, the developer contributes some of this 
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While these factors illustrate the complimen

tary roles of economic development and transit, 

some recent trends are stimulating their coop

eration. First of all, demographic changes affect

ing both employment and commuting patterns 

are of immediate concern to transportation and 

economic development officials. A record-high 

labor force has significantly increased the num

ber of commuters. Commuting patterns have 

also changed causing an increase in suburb-sub

urb and reverse commutes. Exacerbating the 

congestion problem is the demand for single 

family housing resulting in low densities and the 

political unwillingness to spend money on roads 

financed by general funds. Because the automo

bile continues to be the preferred mode for 

commuters, traffic congestion in some cities and 

suburbs has reached crisis proportions. 

Second, the regional nature of transportation 

corresponds with growing awareness of the inter

dependence of local economies and the exis

tence of regional economies and subeconomies. 

One example of this is the current employment 

problem facing many areas of the country. "Help 

wanted" signs abound with increasing frequency 

throughout the suburbs due to the inability of 

local officials to move people to jobs. Clearly, the 

problem has become a regional one which will 

require cities and suburbs to work together to 

solve. 

Joint Development 



Finally, more and more pressure to develop benefits of that transit linkage. Absent that 

and maintain effective and efficient public trans

portation systems at the same time that the costs 

of building and maintaining these systems mount 

has left transportation officials searching for 

innovative financing alternatives. Facing contin

ued federal cutbacks and constrained local budg

ets, any transportation improvements will re

quire the most creative financing schemes and 

strong community consensus. The increasing 

trend towards cost-sharing and creative financ

ing mechanisms between the public and private 

sectors requires the involvement of all local 

constituents. Additionally, any public sector share 

will require strong community support and pri

vate sector activism. Clearly, any future strategy 

will necessitate a strong public-private partner

ship to encourage cost-sharing and build consen

sus for public investment in transportation im

provements. 

JOINT DEVELOPMENT DEFINED 

Joint development has emerged as one prod

uct of the transportation-economic development 

relationship. Strictly defined, it is the relation

ship between transit and real estate whereby 

each contributes significantly to the other's value. 

A successful joint development must derive mutual 

economic benefit and provide value capture from 

so heightened a benefit to the individual property 

owner that he/she has an economic incentive to 

contribute financially to it. According to Law

rence Houstoun, a joint development consultant 

in New Jersey, in order to contribute to the 

transit component, the property owner would 

need to be guaranteed a virtual monopoly on the 

Joint Development 

economic incentive, the contribution or exaction 

becomes impossible. 

Loosely defined, joint development is any 

private sector contribution towards public trans

portation which either decreases the costs of 

operating or constructing public transit systems, 

stations or improvements, or somehow contrib

utes to the increased ridership of the system. 

Often termed "transit-related development ini

tiatives," it can include voluntary or involuntary 

contributions such as right-of-way or parking, 

station improvements, commercial ventures such 

as convenience stores and bank machines in 

stations, access paths, farecard distribution, and 

other public transit ridership incentives. 

For consistency throughout this report, we've 

taken the middle ground and defined joint devel

opment as any public-private partnership de

signed to decrease the costs of operating or con

structing public transportation systems, stations 

or improvements through creative pubic-private 

financing arrangements. This report will discuss 

some of the techniques available to encourage 

joint development partnerships including, spe

cial districts, developer fees and linkages, equity 

investment, transportation access arrangements, 

turnkey development approaches, public sector 

financing tools and federal programs. 

Transportation's concessions to private busi

ness in order to forge a useful partnership can be 

minimal in the long term, including re-routing a 

targeted line, moving or redesigning an entrance 

or station, allowing commercial activities in tran-
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sit areas, or offering air rights in return for right 

of way. By providing density bonuses, targeting 

growth along rail lines, offering incentives, chang

ing zoning requirements to encourage growth, 

helping to obtain crucial private sector support, 

and identifying complementary financing arrange

ments, economic development officials become 

an important catalyst. The developer benefits 

through increased value by making his site more 

prominent and reducing labor and parking costs, 

thereby leasing or reselling the site fasteL The 

results for everyone are significant: more devel

opment, jobs, ridership and revenue. 

With the assistance of the Urban Mass Tran

sit Administration (UMTA), CUED undertook 

a project to examine and encourage the develop

ment of joint transportation-economic develop

ment projects in three cities. This report exam

ines the results of these technical assistance visits 

conducted in Buffalo, New York; Atlantic County, 

New Jersey and Denver, Colorado and suggests 

ways in which economic development practitio

ners can move towards implementing successful 

joint development projects. Of critical concern 
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to the team members participating in each of 

these visits was the obvious lack of formal eco

nomic development-transportation linkages. A 

key theme that emerged from these technical 

assistance projects was that successful joint de

velopment hinges on an effective transportation

economic development linkage. 

This report is designed to provide the frame

work for establishing the partnership which will 

lead to joint development. By first examining the 

dynamics of transportation problems and the 

interrelationship with economic development, it 

will underscore the importance of developing a 

successful partnership to maximize the impact of 

each. A discussion of various transit-related in

centives and requirements will indicate the fi

nancing opportunities available. Finally, the 

elements of a successful partnership will be dis

cussed by examining the three technical assis

tance site visits which CUED undertook with 

assistance from UMTA. Throughout the report, 

case studies and examples of successful eco

nomic development-transportation projects will 

be highlighted. 

Joint Development 



Traffic congestion, choking communities of 

all sizes across the country and impacting both 

cities and suburbs equally, is described by busi

ness and residents everywhere as a problem of 

crisis proportions. More drivers, changing travel 

patterns and the inability of localities to keep up 

with needed infrastructure improvements only 

threatens to exacerbate the problem. Consider 

the following trends: 

o While the country's population grew 18 

· • T.D. LIBRARY 

o The number of miles of roads and streets 

on which to maneuver our vehicles rose by less 

than 5 percent. 

o Freeway congestion alone in the 37 larg

est metropolitan areas of the U.S. causes 1.2 

billion vehicle-hours of delay every year, accord

ing to Morris J. Rothenberg in a paper presented 

at the National Council for Urban Economic De

velopment's 1987 annual conference. 

percent between 1970 and 1985, the number of o The job market is larger than ever before, 

cars and trucks increased 63 percent. significantly increasing the number of commut

ers. In 1982 there were approximately 100 mil-

Joint Development S.C.R. T.D. LIBRARY 5 



lion jobs in the U.S. economy; by 1995 there will 

be 125 million. The American Public Transit 

Association's (APTA) Transit 2000 Task Force 

points out that female participation alone in the 

labor force will jump from 45.5 million in 1980 to 

65.1 million in 2000. 

o There are more Americans of driving age 

(16 and older) than ever before. Eighty-five per

cent of the adult population of the United States 

now possesses a driver's license; even more sig

nificantly, 96 percent of the population between 

25 and 35 years of age has one. 

o Since 1986, there have been more regis

tered vehicles than licensed drivers in the United 

States (the ratio is about 1.1 to 1), says Glenn 

Emery of Insight Magazine. 

While many transit agencies have enjoyed in

creases in ridership over the past decade, statis

tics demonstrate that relatively few have been 

able to increase the regional percentage of trips 

by transit. Instead, more and more people are 

choosing to take to the streets, and roads and 

freeways are suffering from overuse and neglect. 

Chart 1-1 taken from the Federal Highway 

Administration's Transportation Planning Data 

for Urbanized Areas Based on the 1980 Census 

(DOT-1-85-20, January 1985) illustrates the trans

portation choices of workers in urbanized areas. 

The effect of these trends is startling. If 

automobile travel continues to outpace mass 

transit ridership, local governments everywhere 

will be facing serious environmental, economic, 

and financial hazards. The effects of heavy auto-

mobile travel are clear: air pollution increases 

o Emery also points out that an increase in causing ancillary environmental problems, the 

suburban office and commercial development efficient movement of people and goods dimin-

has caused an increase in suburb-to-suburb and ishes, affecting the ability of business to perform 

reverse commuting, resulting in outlying thor- its functions, and roads deteriorate more quickly, 

oughfares choked with unprecedented volumes costing taxpayers more and more money. 

of traffic. 

o Already strapped federal, state, and local 

budgets face further cutbacks indicating less 

resources available for transportation improve

ments, according to Robert Cevero, a professor 

at University of California-Berkeley. 

The growth of urban mass transit across the 

nation has not lessened Americans' reliance on 

the automobile. In fact, mass transit's share of 

the regional market declined from 3.6 percent of 

all trips in 1969 to 2.6 percent of all trips in 1983. 

6 

One way to address the problem, of course, is 

to try and decrease the numbers of commuters on 

the streets at any one time and increase the miles 

of roadway to accomodate them, easing auto 

travel for everyone. For example, it is conceiv

able that roads can be "rationed" by charging a 

market price for the right to use them. Drivers 

would be charged for the amount they travel by 

electronically monitoring how frequently their 

cars pass certain points. Another possibility is 

staggered work hours. This could markedly re

duce traditional "rush hour" traffic. Also, subur-

Joint Development 



ban work settings with an even balance between 

numbers of jobs and housing units generally suf

fer less peak-period congestion. Better planning 

could help achieve more reasonable balances, 

thus unclogging highways. And requiring private 

developers to share in the cost of new roads as 

well as improvements to existing ones eases the 

burden on local governments and provides supe

rior commuting conditions for workers. 

In addition, the ability of local governments 

to step in, take action to encourage mass transit 

ridership, and find creative alternatives to fi

nancing operations and improvements on exist

ing systems is one way to ameliorate the problem. 

Chart 1-1 

Urbanized Area Factor 

W_orkers as percent of population 

Autos per household 

Persons per auto 

Workers per auto 

Persons per household 

Workers per household 

Percent of workers making trip by: 

Auto 

Rail 

Bus 

Percent of households with: 

o Autos 

1 Auto 

2 Autos 

3 Autos 

Joint Development 

COMMUTING TRENDS 

The commutation needs of the workforce, 

quite different now than they once were, have 

significantly changed travel patterns. Once upon 

a time, buses and trains collected commuters at 

suburban points such as rail stations and park

and-ride lots and sped them directly to their jobs 

in the central business district. Now, workers are 

traveling between suburbs, and many are making 

a reverse commute. 

Suburb-to-suburb commuting has become the 

predominant national commuting pattern as 

growth continues around outer borders of metro-

1960 1970 1980 

38.5 40.3 45.7 

1.0 1.2 1.3 

3.3 2.6 2.1 

1.3 1.1 0.9 

3.2 3.1 2.8 

1.3 1.3 1.3 

73.4 77.3 83.4 

8.2 4.9 3.4 

16.4 8.7 6.1 

25.3 20.1 16.7 

54.6 45.5 44.6 

17.8 29.0 30.3 

2.3 5.4 8.4 
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politan areas, between the recognized suburbs 

and what was traditionally considered rural ex

panse. This type of suburban sprawl makes 

traditional mass transit quite impractical. As a 

derived demand, transportation is affected by the 

kinds, density, and location of economic activity, 

as well as household location. People in search of 

lower residential densities move farther and far

ther out; employers follow, often seeking lower 

costs; and concentrations of people and jobs are 

simply too low to justify mass transit. These types 

ofland use patterns match and reflect the service 

characteristics of the auto much more closely 

than they do transit. Cars remain the primary 

means of getting around and more congestion is 

created. 

Additionally, many workers cannot afford to 

live near their places of employment. This phe

nomenon adds to traffic congestion as employees 

travel long distances to their jobs, and points up 

the need for mass transit that can efficiently 

transport people from where they live to where 

they work, keeping in mind the multiplicity of 

live/work combinations available. 

"Mismatches" between jobs and housing are 

most common in areas with large shares of work

ers in clerical, sales, and other moderate-salaried 

positions. Nearby housing in these settings tends 

to be relatively expensive and employees in those 

industries are frequently priced out oflocal neigh

borhoods. The practice of "fiscal zoning" is not 

uncommon, as municipalities prefer the taxes 

paid by offices and commercial development to 

the service demands often associated with resi

dential development. Workers must live farther 

away than they would like, clogging suburban 
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highways. Transit that meets the emerging needs 

and changing commuting patterns of the workforce 

could help ameliorate the problem. 

Meanwhile, the increasing number of com

muters has placed a serious strain on street and 

freeway systems designed for substantially lighter 

levels of activity. Millions of cars compete with 

increasing volumes of trucks for space on inter

states; the congestion often results in particularly 

serious accidents such as those occurring in re

cent months on the Washington Beltway. While 

many drivers in D.C. have demanded that these 

trucks be banned from the beltway, the flip side 

of the argument is that interstates were primarily 

intended for commerce and travel-- not for daily 

worker commutes. Heavy use by commuters 

imperils the ability of the system to perform its 

original missions of interstate commerce a'nd 

national defense. Eventually, local substitutes 

for lost interstate capacity will have to be devised, 

or new facilities built to do the job the original 

structures were intended to do. 

The effect of heavy truck and automobile use 

on America's streets is clear. Many of the na

tion's interstates, secondary roads, state high

ways, and interstate connectors are in alarming 

disrepair. Since 1975, the portion of our inter

state system rated in a very good condition or 

better decreased from nearly one-half to less 

than one-third, and the total in fair or poor 

condition rose from 19 percent to 28 percent. 

Also, a 1986 Federal Highway Administration 

report on 218,087 miles of urban roadways con

cluded that 60 percent of that mileage was in fair 

or poor condition. Some 42 percent of the coun

try's 575,607 bridges are classified as structurally 
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deficient or functionally obsolete. The level of 

investment in maintenance and improvement of 

these structures was about $66 billion in 1987. 

Yet, just to hold steady and stave off further 

decay would likely require $80 billion per year, 

and solving only some of the congestion prob

lems would cost approximately $100 billion an

nually. 

Another ill effect of intense automobile use

- pollution-- presents a serious danger as well. 

The consequences for our environment and air 

quality are of tremendous concern not only to 

state, local, and federal government, but to the 

population at large. In California, with its mas

sive freeway system, efforts to reduce air pollu

tion caused by carbon monoxide, save the ozone 

layer, and avoid EPA sanctions possibly leading 

to loss of federal highway funds are well under

way. These efforts include substituting methanol 

for gasoline and curtailing private vehicle use. 

Cities such as Los Angeles, San Francisco, and 

Sacramento are designing and implementing 

transit systems. 

According to the Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA), in 1987, 14 metropolitan areas 

were threatened with EPA sanctions unless they 

met the agency's ozone and/ or carbon monoxide 

air quality standards "in the near term" (which 

could be interpreted by the EPA to mean as long 

as three to five years). Among the areas affected 

were Chicago, Cleveland, Los Angeles, Sacra

mento, and Atlanta. Proposed sanctions included 

a construction ban on electric utilities, industrial 

boilers, iron and steel production plants, major 

painting operations, and industrial dry cleaners. 

Clearly, heavy automobile usage has negative 

Joint Development 
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repercussions not just for the air we breathe, but 

also for economic development. 

WHAT PLAGUES MASS TRANSIT? 

Transformations in the make-up of the 

workforce and the economy, in demographics, 

social organization and lifestyle, and in the spa

tial distribution of these features are expected to 

have strong consequences for the transit service 

market. According to Elizabeth Deakin in her 

paper "Issues and Opportunities for Transit: An 

Exploration of Changes in the External Environ

ment and Land Use and Development Trends," 

prepared for the APT A Transit 2000 Task Force, 

an older, more affluent population " .. .increas

ingly located in the auto-oriented cities and sub

urbs of the South and West will present quantita

tively and qualitatively different demands for 

transitservice from those of past decades." Public 

policy decisions on finance, environmental and 

energy issues, congestion relief and economic 

development will influence markets and the range 

of potential responses to those markets, too. 

Federal, state, and local policy toward transit 

and its competitors plays a key role as well, and it 

is important to remember that marked differ

ences exist among transit agencies, geographic 

regions, and markets within regions. Thus it is, in 

some sense, risky to generalize about the needs 

of"the commuting workforce." At the same time, 

broad trends and factors in transit can be identi

fied. 

The issue of insufficient density arises again 

in the context of already-in-place transit systems. 

Many transit stops currently generate low num-
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bers of rides and revenue as a result of either 

poor planning or again, migration of jobs to the 

suburbs. This is hardly surprising when one 

considers the savings to business that a suburban 

location may offer. An analysis performed by 

The Office Network, a Chicago consulting firm, 

concluded that employers moving to the suburbs 

in 1984 saved $3,850 per worker per year in San 

Francisco; $3,438 in Miami; $2,970 in Washing

ton, D.C.; $2,338 in Los Angeles; and $1,306 in 

Chicago. Sophisticated electronic communica

tions allow even those in relatively inaccessible 

locations to remain in close contact with the rest 

of the world. 

The result of this vast proportion of commute 

trips ending as well as beginning in dispersed 

suburban locations is that there _is just not enough 

"mass" to enable mass transit to operate effec

tively. Chart 1-2, prepared by JHK & Associates, 

a consulting firm in Washington, D.C., illustrates 

10 

Parking garage and office 
building in the Ground Trans
portation Center in Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa. 

person and transit trip generation rates by land 

use type near Washington Metropolitan Area 

Transit Authority Rail Stations. Significantly, 

WMATA's system enjoys fairly substantial rider

ship compared to other cities. 

As demonstrated by this chart, transit's share 

of daily person-trips was smaller for offices, retail 

centers, and hotels located in close-in suburban 

locations than in downtown locations. One could 

predict that the farther out the stations were 

located, the smaller transit's share would be

come. And if an average of 15 percent of travel

ers in these close-in suburbs use public transpor

tation, 85 percent are using autos. Ideally, transit 

would be moving greater numbers of people into 

the city from outlying areas. 

Adding to the density predicament is the 

marked contrast between peak demand and 

demand during the remaining portions of the 

Joint Development 



Chart 1-2 

Person and Transit Trip Generation Rates Near WMATA Rail 
Stations by Land Use Type 

Typical Daily Typical Daily Implied Daily 

Person-Trip Transit Transit Trip 

Generation Rate Mode Share Generation Rate 

Land Use (per 1,000 S.F. GFA) (in percent) (1,000 S.F. GFA) 

Office: 

Downtown 15 
Close-in Suburban Stations 15 

Residential: 

Close-in Suburban Stations 5 

Retail (major complex): 

Downtown 30 
Close-in Suburban Stations 30 

Hotel: 

Downtown 14 
Close-in Suburban Stations 14 

day. Transit authorities must purchase and main

tain large fleets of cars to service riders during 

"rush hours;" these cars then sit unused at other 

times. This constitutes a considerable expense 

that is not recouped. Mixed-use developments 

can partially address this problem. By combining 

employment, residential, retail and entertain

ment facilities, a more continuous demand for 

travel throughout the day and evening is created. 

Joint Development 
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In many places, mass transit systems suffer 

insufficient use due to local policies that conflict 

with efforts to encourage transportation by means 

other than private automobile. For example, 

many local governments require liberal parking 

ratios, and employers often provide reimburse

ment of parking expenses to their employees. 

Also, the decision of local policymakers to re

strict densities at some suburban centers reflects 
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the preference given to accommodating the auto

mobile over the encouragement of ridesharing or 

transit commuting. While this may make short

term sense, in the long run higher densities would 

produce the necessary concentrations of activity 

to make ride-sharing and mass transit viable 

alternatives to commuting alone. 

THE FINANCING DILEMMA 

Costs and how to cover them are a critical 

question for mass transit. According to the 

American Public Transit Association's (APTA) 

Transit 2000 Task Force, 

The fiscal limitations at all government levels are 

among the most significant external factors ex

pected to affect public transit's future. As the 

public transit industry moved from private to public 

ownership in the 1960s and 1970s, it came to rely 
almost totally for capital investment on a funding 

mix from the federal, state, and local governments. 
Federal aid has been a critical ingredient in the re

building of existing systems and the construction of 

new ones; today, it represents between 60 and 70 
percent of public transit capital expenditures. After 

its authorization in 1973, federal operating support 

first surged, and then leveled off as a share of total 

system deficits. Today, federal operating assis

tance represents less than 8 percent of total operat-

ing costs. 

Many argue that reduced federal assistance 

creates a serious funding problem for some tran

sit authorities. However, the Urban Mass Trans

portation Administration found that the transit 

industry's operating costs increased and produc

tivity declined after federal operating subsidies 

were introduced in the sixties. Real unit operat

ing costs have leveled off as federal assistance 

was reduced; this raises the question of whether 
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the assistance itself contributed to the deteriora

tion in performance. If so ( and a similar relation

ship has been observed in other countries), per

haps federal help can be further reduced with 

little ill effect. In 1985, approximately 44 percent 

of operating costs were financed through fares 

and other system revenues, 48 percent by state 

and local subsidies, and only 8 percent by federal 

assistance. Chart 1-3 demonstrates the declining 

level of federal assistance. 

While fare increases designed to cover a greater 

portion of operating costs are feasible in certain 

instances, and have been employed, transit au

thorities worry about the effect on ridership. 

Some riders will choose to use their automobiles 

rather than pay what they believe to be unreason

able fares. Also, high fares tend to discourage 

low-income riders from using the system, and 

these are the people who are often most depend

ent on it. Still, the shift continues from reliance 

on federal funds to state and local subsidies and 

increased operating revenue. 

New transit projects are a costly undertaking 

and so is maintaining a transit system. Tradition

ally, the federal government has picked up the 

tab for a large portion of capital expenditures. As 

a result, some federal officials argue, local repre

sentatives have not fully considered the real cost 

of these projects; in particular, they ignore the 

cost of capital in assessing total project benefits. 

For example, the Secretary of Transportation 

in a report titled The Status of the Nation's Local 

Mass Transportation: Performance and Condi

tions noted that the federal government has 

committed nearly $5 billion in capital to the 

Joint Development 
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Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Author

ity's rail system. If the average interest on the 

federal debt is 9 percent, the annual financing 

cost of Metrorail comes to $450 million; add to 

this another $2 billion in capital provided from 

local sources, and finance charges rise by an extra 

$180 million a year. Eventual completion of the 

system may demand as much as $12 billion in 

additional capital investment. Repair and re

placement costs after completion would total 

more than $130 million annually. Current oper

ating expenditures are less than $200 million a 

year and could be expected to rise to $291 million 

for the finished system. The point is that annual 

capital costs -- interest plus repayment of princi

pal-- are quite a bit larger than operation, repair, 

and replacement expenditures for new rail sys

tems. 

This is true not only in Washington but in 

other cities as well. To complicate matters, costs 

in general are often woefully underestimated, 

and ridership projections suffer from the oppo

site problem. As the funding torch is passed from 

the federal government to state and local au

thorities, plans to launch new transit systems may 

be reconsidered unless private financial partici

pation is encouraged and innovative techniques 

devised. 

PRIVATE INVOLVEMENT 

Private sector involvement in transit devel

opment becomes even more critical as tradi

tional funding sources decline. In 1984, the 

American Public Transit Association estimated 

that annual mass transit capital needs in the 

United States totaled $7.3 billion. APTA also 
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estimated that annual UMTA authorizations, 

including local project shares, added up to $4.3 

billion. This left a shortfall of $3 billion. Two 

years earlier, the Congressional Budget Office 

had arrived at a figure of $5.5 billion in total 

needs. With the same UMTA authorization 

level, states and localities were then $1.2 billion 

short. 

Though these "deficits" appear daunting, there 

areotherwaystoapproachit. UMTA's 1987Rail 

Modernization study "crudely assessed the rela

tive cost-effectiveness of [rail] improvements iden

tified on a segment-by-segment basis." The study 

found that federal funding for rail modernization 

needs at the time totaled about $650 million. 

Coupled with the required local match, about 

$1.3 billion would be available for rail improve

ments. This was not enough money to completely 

revamp the deficient segments, but it was "more 

than adequate to allow the restoration of the 

segments with over 80 percent of the benefits 

over a 10-year period." In other words, a system 

can reap most of the benefits for only part of the 

cost. 

Different rail line segments have vastly dif

fering ratios of benefits to costs, and if choices are 

made wisely, money is spent and improvements 

made on those segments that will generate the 

most benefit to the system. Any remaining lack 

of funds further points up the need for help and 

funding from private sources. 

What sort of deals can be worked out among 

local governments, transit authorities, and the 

private sector? One possibility is a special bene

fit assessment district. In Los Angeles, legisla-
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Case Example: 
Datran Center, Miami, Florida 

The Miami Metrorail's first joint development includes 900,000 square feet of office, 
hotel and retail space and a multi-level parking garage adjacent to the Dadeland South Station. 
The station is in a fast-growing suburban area near one of Florida's largest shopping centers, 
Dadeland, 12 miles south of downtown Miami. Metro rail is negotiating with the developer, the 
Green Companies, on another joint development to be built around the Dadeland North 
Station less than a mile away. The proposed North Station includes 1.7 million square feet of 
office, retail, residential and hotel space and parking for 4,880 cars, with 2,085 spaces for Metro 
park-and-ride use at no cost to Metro. 

Under a practice followed by Metrorail in keeping with its Joint Use Policy, Metrorail 
acquired property owned by the Green Companies to build the Dadeland South Station. In 
exchange, Metrorail leased property rights at the station back to Green. The initial term of 
the lease of air rights is for 55 years/6 months and can be renewed for another 44 years or more. 
The Green Companies pay to the County the greater of an annual minimum rent or an annual 
additional rent consisting of four percent of the unadjusted gross income from the project. 
Metro realizes nearly $1 million annually and the developer provides 1,000 of 3,300 parking 
spaces in the garage for Metro. Green has exclusive connection rights to the station and the 
County cannot allow commercial vendors in the station. The developer pays all applicable 

Datran Center, Miami. 

Joint Development 

taxes and special assessments. 

An objective of the Metro Joint Use Policy 
is "to promote high density land use at 
appropriate station sites leading directly to 
greater transit ridership." The Dadeland 
South Station serves this purpose as an 
important junction in the Metrorail system 
for transporting commuters between the south 
end of the system and downtown Miami, the 
major employment and activity center. The 
daily ridership at the station is 6,000, making 
it one of the busiest stations in the Metrorail 
system which has an overall daily ridership of 
45,000. 

S.C.R.T.O. LIBRARY 
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tion that established a district for the construc

tion, operation, and maintenance of transit was 

passed in 1983. The law permits the Southern 

California Rapid Transit District to levy assess

ments on property owners within these districts 

in direct proportion to the benefits their property 

gains from proximity to Metro Rail. The law 

important that the strategies employed not be 

overly demanding of local businesses. Fees lev

ied in special benefit assessment districts should 

not be so high that companies located there, 

especially small businesses, cannot comfortably 

pay them. 

permits the District to issue bonds to help cover Nor is it advisable to generate or create land 

costs, based on anticipated revenue. and office space that firms cannot afford. Expec-

Miami also has a special benefit assessment 

district. Its purpose is to underwrite $20 million 

of capital costs, the figure that has been agreed 

upon as the private sector's contribution toward 

implementing Miami's Metromover project. In 

November 1984, Metropolitan Dade County began 

collecting this special assessment on about 700 

properties. The fees are adjusted annually to 

account for new development and at the end of 

15 years, levies on properties will have raised 

enough money to repay approximately $7 million 

of debt service plus the $20 million of capital 

contributed toward Metromover by the private 

sector. 

tations of private contributions should be kept 

reasonable and manageable, and this requires 

communication among all of the players involved 

-- transit authorities, state and local governments, 

and the private sector. Each of these actors has 

different interests to promote and protect. 

TRANSIT DECISION-MAKING 

The public and private sectors have tradition

ally conducted their business in very different 

ways. This appears particularly true in the case of 

urban transportation. It was not long ago, for 

example, that breaking even was not a leading 

concern for transit operators. Clearly, few pri-

vate companies could survive if unconcerned 

In 1981, the San Francisco City and County about revenue. 

Board of Supervisors enacted the Transit Impact 

Development Fee Ordinance. The city is author

ized to collect a one-time fee of $5 per square 

foot from owners and developers of new down

town office space. The fee is paid as a condition 

of obtaining a certificate of occupancy, and pro

ceeds are used to pay for the capital and operat

ing costs of additional peak-period transit serv

ices. 

These examples illustrate options for lever

aging private money; at the same time, it is 
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According to a U.S. Department of Trans

portation report, "Key Decisions in Urban Trans

portation Public-Private Cooperation," public 

sector urban transportation has traditionally not 

utilized "standard business functions" such as 

production planning, facility location, produc

tion facility layout, operationalizing production, 

production control, marketing strategy, new 

product development, production distribution 

strategy, business relationships, and competitive 

advantage. 
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Chart 1-4 

Urban Transportation Functions in a Business Context 

Business Functions: Urban Transportation Functions: 

1. Production Planning Systems Planning 

2. Facility Location Project Planning 

3. Production Facility Layout Site Planning 

4. Operationalizing Production Operations Planning/Programming 

5. Production Control Route /Service Planning/Programming 

6. Marketing Strategy Planning/Management 

7. New Product Development Research/Demonstration Planning/ 
Management/Finance 

8. Product Distribution Strategy Service /Management/Finance 

9. Business Relationships Management 

10. Competitive Advantage Management 

The same basic functions presented in an urban transportation conceptual format 
are customarily found in the following sequence: 

1. planning 
2. programming 
3. finance 
4. service 
5. management 

Joint Development 17 
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Case Example: 
Ballston Metro Center, Arlington, Virginia 

Ballston, a station stop in Arlington, Virginia, is one of the newest joint development 
projects in the Washington, D.C., Metro system. The station is the focal point for office, 
commercial and residential development covering 200 acres and several surrounding city 
blocks. The joint development, Ballston Metro Center, is a mixed-use project with 203,000 
square feet of office space, a 210-room hotel, 198 condominium units and 26,000 square feet 
of retail space. The project features two towers and a seven-story glass-enclosed atrium. It 
utilizes air space leased from the Metro for 99 years. 

Including the Ballston project, the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority 
(WMATA) has secured nine joint development agreements with private developers. The 
system has potential for joint development at many more stations over the next 20 years. 
WMATA's annual income from joint developments is $4 million per year with cumulative 
revenues of $21 million. Metro also has agreements with commercial property owners for 
access connections with another nine stations. Through these "system-interface" projects, 
Metro trades access rights for capital improvements and has property easements which reduce 

potential costs. It negotiates a fee with 
owner/ developers based on the value 
added to the commercial development by 
Metro allowing the station access 
connection. 

Arlington County's Office of 
Economic Development marketed the 
Ballston area's potential development to 
property owners and other developers in 
keeping with the county's Ballston sector 
plan. The Arlington County plan provided 
a high density for Ballston to create a 

A model of the Ballston Metro 
Center and hotel under construction 
in Arlington, Virginia. 
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submarket for new retail, office and residential growth, allowing it to compete with neighboring 
jurisdicitions. A private sector partnership of property owners and developers has taken a 
leadership role in promoting and developing the Ballston area. 

Completion of the Ballston Metro Center buildings is scheduled for 1989. When 
completely developed, the Ballston area, including Ballston Metro Center, will have 6 million 
square feet of office space, a million square feet of retail space and 3,000 residential units, 
including 1,700 apartments and 950 condominiums and townhouses. 

Rather, certain functions are consolidated or 

de-emphasized. Marketing, for example, is fre

quently absorbed by planning functions. From a 

business perspective, omitting or combining these 

concepts may lead to uncertain thinking about 

what the agency needs to do to operate efficiently 

and serve its customers. Chart 1-4 compares 

urban transportation functions to business ones. 

However, economic development practitio

ners, wishing to see more private sector involve

ment in mass transit, must gain an understanding 

of the dynamics of transit decision-making. 

Various constraints are present, beginning with 

the participation of as many as 10-12 localities, 

counties, or townships in addition to regional, 

state, and federal entities. While economic de

velopment projects are also subject to certain 

regulations, there is hardly the same degree of 

involvement and oversight. Not just one, but 

often several levels of government are joining in 

as systems are approved, planned, and funded. 

The Washington Metropolitan Area Transit 

Authority, for example, is overseen by the Dis

trict of Columbia, the states of Maryland and 

Virginia, and the federal government. This may 

Joint Development 

be an extreme case given D.C.'s status as the 

nation's capital, but the fact remains that the 

"free market" to which private development is 

accustomed does not exist in quite the same way 

for transit operators. 

Even if such interaction and approval were 

not required, it would be necessary among re

gional entities and local jurisdictions. Transit 

systems cross city and county boundaries, need 

permits and rights-of-way, require subsidies from 

beneficiaries, and must serve competing areas 

and populations. Public concern about a sys

tem's impact on neighborhoods and the environ

ment is also more direct and widespread than is 

common with individual development projects. 

A mass transit system affects many portions of a 

metropolitan area. Though some sections of a 

city might welcome the revitalization that accom

panies construction of rail stations, for example, 

others are not interested in the noise, crowds, 

disruption, and far-reaching economic develop

ment spurred by transit facilities. 

At the same time, mass transit's effect on the 

environment in terms of pollution control is usually 
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considered a plus. There are transportation 

control measures included in the Clean Air Act 

that will precipitate actions likely to encourage, if 

not force, a diversion into transit of some of the 

trips now made by automobile or taxi into or 

within central cities. Reduction of carbon mon

oxide and ozone problems is the goal. In the 59 

metropolitan areas and 100 suburban areas found 

not to be in compliance with the current standard 

for carbon monoxide, several potential strategies 

exist to effect greater use of mass transit. Accord

ing to APT A's Transit 2000 Task Force Summary 

Report, these include upgrading, expansion, and 

marketing of local service, provision of periph

eral park-ride lots, subsidy of employee fares, 

taxing of employer-provided parking, ordinances 

holding employers responsible for their employ

ees' over-reliance on single-occupant autos, pro

motion of flexible work hours, and voluntary 

relinquishment of auto trips or various forms of 

mandatory auto use restrictions or congestion 

pncmg. 

Transit decision-making is also a here-and

now proposition. The soundness of the idea is 

evaluated in terms of current ridership projec

tions; in other words, how many users can we 

expect to attract based on existing development? 

There is less emphasis on potential development 

and all the employees and riders transit-spurred 

growth is likely to bring. The private sector, on 

the other hand, banks almost entirely on poten

tial when designing new developments and proj

ects. 

The tremendous costs of constructing and op

erating a mass transit system again require coop

eration among a consortium of contributors and 
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participants. Planners of public transportation 

must work within financial and regulatory bounda

ries and organize the numerous players. 

As demonstrated by Chart 1-4, transit opera

tors heavily emphasize the planning function. 

Typical business functions are subsumed under 

planning activities, and key figures have little 

experience in negotiating deals or in entrepre

neurial development. These characteristics, by 

contrast, are commonly great strengths of private 

businesspersons and are essential to their suc

cess. 

The private sector thinks and acts differently 

than the public sector, and economic develop

ment practitioners, as the party trying to get the 

other two together, frequently fall somewhere in 

the middle. It is therefore important that practi

tioners be familiar with the methods and con

cerns of transit decision-makers as well as those 

of the concerned private sector. 

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 

Economist Anthony Downs of the Brookings 

Institution argues that most suburbanites are 

wrong in believing that the recent surge in outly

ing commercial and other nonresidential devel

opment is the primary cause of rising traffic con

gestion. Rather, the complainers themselves are 

to blame. First, suburbanites generally oppose 

higher residential densities, even though in the 

long run such densities might mean less overall 

travel and greater use of public transit. Second, 

they wish to have a wide combination of choices 

of where to live and where to work. The locations 

they eventually choose are usually not designed 
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to minimize commuting time; rather, the focus is 

on other values such as the quality of jobs and 

homes. Third, tremendous numbers of subur

banites prefer to commute by private car, usually 

alone. Most Americans want others to use public 

transportation, freeing the roads for themselves. 

One task for local governments becomes clear: 

encourage more dependence on mass transit 

systems. Coordinated efforts among varying 

jurisdictions, agencies and the private sector will 

help to solve critical planning and financing 

problems plaguing mass transit. Only by making 

public transit improvement a priority, and back

ing that up with significant investments and poli

cies, can they begin to tackle the problem. 

The task for individual transit agencies 1s 

demandingtoo. APTA'sTransit2000TaskForce 

points out that transit agencies will need to be 

more aggressive in matching services to markets 

as well as more explicit about the conditions 

necessary for markets to be served well. Agen

cies also must develop capabilities for working 

with local governments in land use and transpor

tation planning, and for working with the private 

sector. 

Joint Development 

Finally, the private sector can do its part. By 

trading off costs and benefits of mass transit with 

local governments and transit authorities, devel

opers and businesspersons can make a useful 

contribution and turn a profit, too. The long

term outlook for increased private involvement 

is promising -- the private sector probably will 

participate more and more in planning, financ

ing, and even service. 

Joint development projects are complex and 

sometimes risky ventures, and public and private 

entities operate differently. While the public 

sector is accustomed to lengthy planning and 

construction schedules, for example, the private 

sector normally is not. The former takes a chance 

in relying on private capital; the latter assumes 

risk in the slow public decision-making process, 

and either one could abandon the project with 

losses for the other. However,joint development 

has tremendous potential to serve the needs of 

many actors. It offers the unique opportunities 

and innovative approaches necessary to increase 

transit's market share, relieve America's roads, 

and lessen our reliance on the automobile. 
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CHAPTER2 

-- FINANGING -Y:RENDS: 
T-l:IE POLIO¥ FBAM-EWORK -""'1!1---

The fiscal responsibility for public transit, at 

one time in the hands of the private sector and 

more traditionally the burden of the public sec

tor, has recently become the concern of both 

sectors as constrained public dollars are unable 

to keep up with the transportation improvements 

required. Additionally, as developers recognize 

the added value they earn from proJects contain

ing a transit component their willingness to con

tribute to transit improvements increases. Public 

sector officials, anxious to capture some of the 

added value, are willing to share in the risk of 

costly development deals. 

Joint Development 

The final outcome of this partnership is joint 

development, and the tools and techniques avail

able to ensure its success are as varied as the 

projects themselves. There is no cookie-cutter 

approach to joint development. However, there 

are a variety of financing techniques available to 

encourage and leverage private sector involvment. 

Determining which tools and techniques will 

work in a particular locality is as much a function 

of policy as it is availability. Market conditions 

and equity concerns also play a role in determin

ing which techniques will work best. This chapter 

will outline some of the issues involved in decid

ing among financing techniques. 
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HISTORICAL TRENDS 

Mass transit was initially a private undertak

ing. Decades ago, railroad companies began 

local commuter services, creating a central hub 

in the city with "spokes" leading out to rural areas 

due to be developed. New technology soon gave 

birth to elevated tracks as well as subways in large 

cities. These transit systems were overwhelm

ingly privately developed, owned, and operated. 

Local governments issued the companies mo

nopoly franchises as a utility, and they were in 

business. The private sector bore all the risk, and 

when the industry became less profitable services 

diminished. 

The advent of automobile technology brought 

the private sector into the bus business, which 

became a lower cost alternative to electric trol

leys. Bus transit was an effective competitor to 

automobiles from the late 1920s to the early 

1950s. After this time, privately-owned bus com

panies lost riders to the automobile, the use of 

which was subsidized by "free" roadways built 

ment management planning tied to transporta

tion or funding. 

Simultaneously, federal aid is decreasing and 

does not represent a steady and viable source of 

monies. In fiscal 1981, UMTA received $4.6 

billion for program and operation funding; for 

fiscal 1989 it was $3.15 billion. This is expected to 

drop in ensuing years. In February 1989, Trans

portation Secretary Samuel Skinner announced 

a program to encourage local operators to in

crease the local share of public transit financing. 

Under the Secretary's plan, a bonus program or 

system of incentives reward state and local gov

ernments that do so. Thus, innovative financing 

techniques that stress both public and private 

sector cooperation and participation are critical 

to getting needed federal monies. 

In the case of local transit, federal, state and 

local operating subsidies, increased user fares, 

local bonding authority and the establishment of 

transportation management districts have assisted 

in helping communities defray the costs of public 

and maintained by local governments. When the transport. Other revenue-raising techniques 

urban transportation industry found itself unable 

to generate a profit, it abandoned the business, 

and local governments took over. 

The costs of maintaining and operating costly 

public transit systems, always a problem for local 

government, have been aggravated by changing 

public attitudes resulting in louder calls for tax 

relief and the growing unpopularity of general 

obligation bonds, long a traditional technique for 

financing public infrastructure. With few excep

tions, state governments have provided little 

programmatic or policy impetus for develop-
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include state gas taxes, local fuel taxes, higher 

registration, licensing, and user and titling fees. 

Public-private initiatives have emerged as a 

practical means for providing funding to help 

solve our infrastructure, and more specifically, 

urban transit problems. As the private sector 

becomes more aware of the added value from 

transportation-related projects, a willingness to 

participate financially (and otherwise) will de

velop. In choosing among the techniques avail

able to leverage private sector support, an under

standing of the policy framework is essential. 
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THE POLICY FRAMEWORK 

The pace of local growth often outstrips the 

financial capacity of local governments to pro

vide public infrastructure such as roads and mass 

transit facilities, and make necessary improve

ments to existing infrastructure. To bridge this 

gap, many localities resort to non-traditional 

financing methods that require private sector 

participation. Usually these techniques shift the 

financial burden from taxpayers to beneficiaries 

of the new or improved infrastructure. Some of 

these user-based financing approaches are simi

lar to development impact fees in that they are 

dependent on new development and thus work 

an obligation to future generations of users to 

provide transit facilities. 

While the current generation of developers 

and users may have caused an infrastructure 

shortfall or a need for transit facilities, it is not 

clear that they should be held responsible for the 

full costs of expansion since future generations of 

developers and users will also benefit from these 

investments. Thus, the selection of financing in

struments, the scale of transit investments and 

the proportion of investment costs recouped from 

the current generation of users are affected by 

considerations of equity. 

best in growth areas. Others are suitable in Certain public-private financing arrangements 

communities with slower growth or in low density are considered more equitable than others, de-

areas. pending on how you define equity. For instance, 

When evaluating the utility of the financing 

techniques available, it is important to bear in 

mind two critical concerns: equity and market 

sensitivity. 

Fairness 

The issue of who pays for growth and the 

related services required from it is a difficult 

decision facing local policymakers across the 

country. Perceptions of unfairness can lead to 

public resistance to private-sector financing and/ 

or influence the types of innovative financing 

selected by public officials. Of critical concern is 

whether or not the benefits of the new develop

ment to established users will themselves out

weigh the associated transit costs that they might 

be asked to finance. Another concern is the 

extent to which current users or developers have 

Joint Development 

special assessment or special benefit districts 

involve a close geographical association between 

fees paid and facilities financed, thereby provid

ing an equitable distribution of financial burden 

within a specifically defined area. 

Independent district user fees and impact 

fees are also considered fair because they are 

based on actual consumption and imposed at the 

same rate for both established users and future 

ones in the same service area, and often, in the 

whole service system. Tax Increment Finance 

districts ensure equality of assessment for both 

established users and developers as well as new 

developers and users. However, this approach 

may be considered inequitable by existing users/ 

developers who believe that new entrants should 

pay for at least a portion of the incremental 

facilities needed with fees as well as regular 

property taxes. In contrast, developer contribu-
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tions and negotiated exactions focus on maximiz

ing private contributions to public facilities with 

little attention paid to overall fairness. 

When designing developer-local government 

financing of public transit facilities, public offi

cials first must define equity as they perceive it. 

Second, they must decide whether equity is a 

primary consideration and, if not, what other 

considerations take precedence. In short, they 

must determine to what degree they are willing to 

trade off equity in order to achieve mass transit 

goals. However, fairness is unlikely to be the sole 

standard in selecting among financial options. 

Careful evaluation of the local marketplace, the 

impact of the project on the local community, 

and the relative importance of the transit linkage 

to the overall success of the project is also critical 

in determining financing methods. 

Market Sensitivity and Elasticity 

Local officials must balance their funding 

needs for prescribed transit facilities with the 

effects such costs may have on the nature, vol

ume, timing and prices of the development itself. 

In other words, how are these various financing 

techniques likely to impact future economic de

velopment decisions? What is the balance be

tween leveraging private participation and en

suring that the specific development project will 

occur? 

With fewer public resources, the private sec

tor has to take a larger role in financing transit 

improvements. The question is how large a role 

will they take? It becomes critical for the eco

nomic development practitioner to understand 
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The Southern Bell Building at the North Avenue MARTA 
Station in Atlanta, Georgia. 

local market sensitivities in order to understand 

the limits of private sector involvement and the 

factors influencing a developer's decision. 

The three areas likely to affect this decision 

are as follows: 

1.) Market Entry. If the financial burden of 

providing transit facilities or improvements is 
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Case Example: 
Atlanta's Southern Bell Building 

The $100 million, 1.9-million-square-foot Southern Bell building is one of the most 
significant private developments in a transit station area of the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid 
Transit Authority (MARTA). In a 47-story complex of shops, restaurants and office space, 

Southern Bell consolidated 3,500 employees from 12 different locations. The project was 

constructed using air rights at MARTA'sNorthAvenue Station. The 53-mile MARTA system 

includes 46 stations and the authority has participated in several joint development projects. 
These projects vary according to the five development policy classifications that MARTA 

applies to the stations to monitor transit impact: high intensity urban node, mixed use regional 
node, commuter, community center and neighborhoods. 

High intensity urban node stations are located primarily in the central business district 

and areas with high commercial use. In addition to the Southern Bell site, the Georgia State 

Station project includes two state government office buildings leasing air rights. The IBM 
Tower has a long-term lease agreement at the Arts Center Station. Outside the Central 
Business District, several major activity centers for major office, residential and retail 

development, including a new $225 million office tower at Buckhead, are enhanced by the 

presence of MARTA stations. 

The Southern Bell project is an example of extraordinary cooperation in a joint 

development effort. The major participants were MARTA, Southern Bell and Atlanta 

Landmarks, a real estate firm, which brought about a land swap with Southern Bell. MARTA 

authorized the opening of its North-South line before completion of an important station on 
the line so the North Avenue Station could be ready for Southern Bell's opening. It provided 

a one-track shuttle as an interim measure to accommodate the completion schedule. 

Southern Bell had sought purchase of Peachtree Corner for its new regional headquarters 

but the site was occupied by a local landmark, the Old Fox Theatre. The theatre became the 
subject of a public protest and a "Save the Fox" campaign ensued. The solution was a land swap 

giving Southern Bell the remainder of the block in exchange for the Fox site. At the request 

of both the City and MARTA, Southern Bell scaled down its parking lot. 

MARTA's enabling legislation restricts it from directly participating in joint development 
activities. But MARTA uses growth management tools such as land assembly, underwriting 

of feasibility studies, direct station connections, property leases, financing assistance and 

creation of special public interest districts to support development. 
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considered too great, a developer may choose to 

relocate to another site. The decision to continue 

the development or not is referred to as a func

tion of "demand elasticity." The decision to 

remain at the site or move the project to another 

depends on the strength of commitment the 

developer has to the site. This is referred to as 

the "elasticity of location." 

2.) Project Size/Mix of Uses. A requirement 

to provide funding for transit facilities may influ

ence the size, type and timing of a project. For 

instance, a fee assessment based on square foot

age or acreage may encourage the developer to 

decrease the size of the project or increase the 

density on a smaller site. A developer may also 

redesign a development to increase commercial 

space over residential if a fee or contribution is 

based on a number of residential units, or phase 

the development to avoid fees that kick in at 

certain project sizes, resulting in a less optimal 

development. 

3.) Land and Development Costs. Develop

ers, when assessed a transit impact fee or re

quired to contribute funding for transit facilities, 

will naturally try to reduce the burden of the cost

sharing by either passing the costs forward to 

final customers and users (i.e., lessors, renters, 

buyers) or backward to landowners from whom 

they buy property for the project. The ability to 

pass these added costs forward depends on the 

strength of demand in the local marketplace; if it 

is inelastic, the incremental costs can be passed 

forward to final users without much effect on 

local demand. Similarly, the ability to pass costs 

backwards by paying less for the land depends on 

the elasticity of land supply. If there is a glut of 
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land or the market is soft, then it will be easier for 

developers to pass the transit infrastructure costs 

backward and force the price of land down. 

Research performed by several real estate 

development and building trade associations 

indicates that developers view impact fees, as

sessments and exactions for public facilities as 

the lesser of three evils, the other two being 

development moratoria and case-by-case negoti

ated exactions. Many developers have consis

tently opposed mandated impact fees and exac

tions on the grounds that they increase prices and 

rents. 

Cost and confidence are also primary con

cerns. Early in the development review process a 

developer wants to know what transit/infrastruc

ture fees, improvements or linkages local offi

cials expect him/her to provide. While estab

lished fee systems allow a developer to know in 

advance the transit infrastructure obligations, 

the fee systems still may not adequately address 

more specific concerns. For example, typically, 

the developer wants other developers and the 

locality to share in the expense of off-site im

provements which benefit other developments. 

Economic Basis for Calculating Costs 

How does a community measure the private 

sector's benefit from a particular transit service 

or facility? Some infrastructure costs are so 

closely tied to a particular development that it is 

easy to calculate the project's fair share -- such as 

the costs of tying in to the main water and sewer 

system or building a connecting road. And, on

site costs are clearly the burden of the particular 
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Case Example: 
Long Island City Improvements 

Citicorp recently completed construction of a 45-story office building in Long Island 
City, Queens. A mandatory requirement of the Court Square Sub-District zoning, which 
changed the zoning of the site from a low-density manufacturing to a high-density commercial 
use, was the construction of a subway transfer connection through the project site. The 
improvement project allows free transfers between the 23rd Street-Ely Avenue IND and the 
Court Square BMT subway stations via a 30-foot wide corridor. The project also includes a new 
entrance, with escalators and fare controls, located in a skylit rotunda at the middle of the 
corridor and the relocation and widening of an entrance stair to the BMT station. The transfer 
connection was opened for use in January 1989. 

Development of a second site in the Court Square Sub-District requires the construction 
of an escalator transfer connection between the Court Square BMT subway station and the 
elevated Court House Square IRT station. Development of a third site would require further 
improvements. 

development. In the mass-transit case, however, 

a project's fair share of off-site transit facilities is 

not so easily specified, especially when there is no 

simple way to tailor the capacity of the develop

ment exactly to the immediate demand created, 

or what that demand will be. Moreover, some

times the provision of infrastructure will depend 

on the financial success of the project itself. 

The question then arises as to how new devel

opments ( or existing ones) are to be assessed 

their fair share of the costs of new transit services. 

Should the new development pay the full cost of 

service provision or the full "marginal costs"? Or 

should each user of the system, old and new, pay 

an equal portion of the costs of providing serv

ices, thus assessing new entrants only their pro

portion of the "average cost" of the whole system? 
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If marginal cost pricing is used, should new devel

opment pay for the whole sum of investment, or 

only the share that is required now? 

However, as in the example of development 

fees, the introduction of a "fair share" system can 

have a feedback effect on the actual number of 

transit or infrastructure users. For instance, if 

fees are set at the average marginal cost, the 

developer may reduce the size of the develop

ment or alter its configuration so that the formula 

for calculating the fees shows lower increase in 

commuter traffic than is anticipated. Some 

communities, in order to take advantage of econo

mies of scale in construction, encourage over

sizing when charging developers only the average 

cost of providing transit facilities. The cost of 

constructing transit facilities or operating transit 

S.C.R. T .D. LIBRARY 
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systems beyond a development's immediate needs 

is subsequently reimbursed either by the local 

jurisdiction or by future developers that enter the 
I 

transit service area. 

When evaluating the policy alternatives of 

various financing techniques, it is important to 

keep in mind the following: transit makes money 

for the developer. Though concerns of equity 

and market elasticity are critical in determining 

which methods will work best, it is important not 

to lose sight of value added to the development 
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which makes public sector value capture pos

sible. Transit makes the developer's site more 

prominent and reduces labor and parking costs, 

thereby leasing faster. A policy decision to cut 

parking requirements in return for a contribution 

to transit can save the developer a lot of money 

and make a difference in choosing between tran

sit and non-transit sites. If the developer doesn't 

need transit then he should use another site and 

the city should get another developer who under

stands the value. The decision for the public 

sector then becomes one of which technique will 

work best. 
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Often, successful joint development projects 

require financial participation by the public sec

tor to help bridge a financing gap. Conventional 

public sector participation has been in the form 

of debt servicing and federal funding. The fol

lowing reviews those more traditional sources 

and describes the status of these programs. 

FEDERAL PROGRAMS FOR JOINT 

TRANSIT-DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS 

Over the past 12 years or so, the structure of 

the federal transit assistance programs has been 
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shifting gradually away from discretionary fund

ing and toward formula funding. A program that 

began in 1964 as 100 percent discretionary capi

tal assistance funding has shifted to roughly one

third discretionary and two-thirds formula with 

the formula portion including a significant amount 

of funding for operating assistance. Moreover, 

one-third of the discretionary portion has begun 

to include routine allocations to larger cities such 

as New York and Philadelphia for large-scale rail 

rehabilitation projects, and other allocations for 

major but fairly predictable bus replacements. 

Nevertheless, federal funding for transit and 
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transit-related development is available for proj- attract private investment to distressed areas. 

ects that demonstrate that development or reha- Projects undertaken with UMTA funds are linked 

bilitation will have a significant impact on the either physically or functionally to a public trans-

local economy. portation facility. UMTA's discretionary grant 

Urban Mass Transit Administration 

The Urban Mass Transit Administration 

(UMTA) offers a variety of grant and loan pro

grams for funding transit-related capital facilities 

and operating costs. The bulk of its funding is the 

Section 9 Block Grant program; this funding is 

provided at 80 percent for all capital projects and 

at 50 percent for operation. A certain amount of 

capital funding, however, can be traded for oper

ating funds. An applicant must submit a "pro

gram of projects" which serves as the principal 

element of the application. All projects listed 

must also appear in the annual element of the 

locality's transportation improvement program. 

Annual appropriations are distributed on the 

basis -of a formula relating to population. Juris

dictions with populations of more than 200,000 

receive 80-90 percent of the annual appropria

tion, distributed among them according to popu

lation, density and bus and/ or fixed railway reve

nue miles and fixed railway route miles. Commu

nities with 50,000 to 200,000 people receive 

approximately 7-15 percent of the funding on the 

basis of population and density, while non-ur

banized areas receive 3-5 percent of the funding, 

distributed on the basis of population alone. 

The Urban Initiatives Program administered 

program provides funding for extremely expen

sive transit projects, such as the construction of a 

fixed guideway (rail) system or the rehabilitation 

of a major transit system. These projects typically 

require funding that goes beyond block grants. 

Depending on the program for which funds are 

requested, the federal cost share is usually 75 to 

80 percent. The Section 3 Discretionary Grant 

program, for instance, emphasizes labor-inten

sive projects and construction or production of 

which can be begun within the shortest possible 

time. 

In Long Beach, California, an improved tran

sit system was a major component of the city's 

downtown redevelopment effort. The project 

linked a transit mall with downtown renewal and 

also included reconstruction of streets, pedes

trian improvements, landscaping and street lights. 

The transit mall was constructed to provide a 

central location for the convergence of several 

public bus routes. The mall is adjacent to Long 

Beach Plaza and has dramatically changed the 

once-blighted area. The transit mall/transporta

tion project was funded by a $14 million grant 

from UMTA and $8 million in state transit funds. 

A state transportation development program also 

provided initial funds for planning and design 

studies. 

by UMTA funds joint development projects in Economic Development Administration 

redevelopment areas. The objective is to link 

transit systems with economic development and 
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Economic Development Administration 
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(EDA) grants are used by many communities for 

rehabilitating, repairing or constructing public 

works facilities for industrial, commercial or 

tourism development. Funds are typically used 

in conjunction with new development or redevel

opment. Presently, there is approximately $126 

million of public works grants and $25 million for 

economic adjustment assistance grants to help 

areas experiencing either long-term or sudden, 

severe job loss. While these funds can be used for 

filling funding gaps for real estate projects, they 

are overwhelmingly targeted to innovative proj

ects that commit state or local funding matches. 

However, EDA continues to emphasize that only 

projects in "highly distressed" areas will receive 

funding, and in almost 80 percent of the cases, 

funding is targeted to rural areas. While not 

excluding urban areas, EDA officials recommend 

that cities submit funding requests that demon

strate "exceptional potential" for mitigating se

vere economic distress and have proven job crea

tion opportunities. Projects with an emphasis on 

mass transit or transportation linkage and job 

creation are considered for funding. 

Federal funds typically cover 50 to 80 percent 

of the project costs, with the grantee providing 

the rest. Local share must be in place before 

funds are dispersed and the grants cannot be 

passed through or reused by organizations other 

than the initial grantee. In addition to state or 

local funds, grantees may use other forms of 

federal assistance such as Community Develop

ment Block Grants (CDBG) or Farmers Home 

Administration (FmHA) rural development grant 

funds, as part of the match. 
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U.S. Department of Housing and 

Urban Development 

Community Development Block Grants. CDBG 

remain as the lone tool that offers flexible federal 

funding for economic development activities in 

distressed communities. However, these funds 

have also been reduced, and there are limited 

CDBG funds available for real estate develop

ment. Funded activities must also meet the 

objectives of the CDBG program: to benefit low

and moderate-income people, to eliminate or 

prevent blight, and to fill urgent community needs. 

Turnkey or high impact development projects 

generally meet the blight elimination criteria 

most easily. Available CDBG funds can help 

reduce a project's financing costs, and enhance 

returns to the developer. Funds can be used for 

low-interest loans and/or grants to development 

projects; to provide interest rate subsidies and 

secondary loans or short-term construction loans; 

and to support land purchase, transit infrastruc

ture and site improvement costs. 

Cities can use CDBG in combination with 

other programs to develop innovative programs 

to fund joint development activities. The funds 

can be structured in many ways: as direct or 

secondary loans to developers; as loan guaran

tees or as default reserves for a guaranteed loan; 

to provide collateral for private financing; for 

insurance costs on notes or bonds, or administra

tive fees imposed by financial institutions on 

transactions related to the project; and to pro

vide planning and administrative costs related to 

the city's development program. Administrative 

costs can take no more than 20 percent of the 
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city's total CDBG resources. For example, the 

Louisville Galleria, a major office and retail 

downtown revitalization project, involved many 

infrastructure facets. The $140 million project 

received $30 million in public funds, including $8 

million in Urban Development Action Grant 

(UDAG) funds for site assembly and other pub

lic funds to build parking, and portions of the 

shopping mall. An initial $275,000 CDBG was 

used to identify federal, state and local financial 

incentives to attract business construction and 

job expansion. 

Section 108 Guaranteed Loans. The loans are 

available to CDBG communities with eligible 

projects that cannot be financed from single-year 

CDBG allocations or other local sources. Loans 

can be used to acquire or rehabilitate property 

critical to an economic development project. 

The project must also meet CDBG objectives. 

The program allows a community to borrow from 

designated private investors up to three times the 

city's annual CDBG entitlement using the enti

tlement as security for the loan. Cities generally 

use the loan guarantees for revenue-producing 

activities that will produce funds to repay the 

loan, rather than using CDBG funds to liquidate 

the debt. Cities can also avoid risk by investing in 

many projects rather than investing in fewer 

large deals. Restrictions also preclude using 

more than half of any single year's allocation on 

one project. 

Eligible applicants are local governments and 

public agencies designated by the government to 

finance property acquisition or rehabilitate pub

licly-owned property. The program is valuable 
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early in a development project for up-front costs 

because draw-downs can be made as needed for 

an approved project. Any repayment structure, 

such as deferred or balloon payments, can be 

negotiated with HUD. 

Congress amended the Section 108 program 

in the 1987 Housing & Community Development 

Act to assist communities in filling the gap left by 

the demise of UDAG funding. Up until 1988, 

Section 108 loans could only be used for acquisi

tion or rehabilitation of publicly owned facilities. 

The 1987 amendments, though, broadened us

age regulations to include assistance for almost 

any CDBG-eligible rehabilitation or economic 

development activity. As a result, all of the 

money authorized for the loan program ($144 

million in 1988) was obligated in fiscal 1988, this 

is expected to be the case for fiscal 1989. 

Reliance on funds other than those from 

federal and state coffers depends on the amount 

of experience a locality has in packaging joint 

development/transit deals, the amount of re

sources available (bonding capacity, revenue 

sources, private sector commitment etc.) and the 

legal and regulatory restrictions that may apply 

to cofinancing transit development projects. 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES 

Much oflocal support for real estate develop

ment projects has focused on reducing the costs 

to finance debt using the government's tax-ex

empt status and local powers to provide credit 

enhancements or decrease tax liabilities. Land

use control has also been an important factor in 
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encouraging development that has a public pur

pose. For a long time, tax-exempt bonding was 

an important resource for low-cost financing, but 

recent tax changes have reduced the availability 

and increased the cost of that mechanism. Direct 

loans and guarantee programs have also typically 

provided pass-throughs of federally funded pro

grams while land assembly and density bonuses 

are being used in certain market conditions to 

target development on specific sites. 

Ta>c-Exempt Bonding 

Public-purpose revenue bonds can have up to 

10 percent private participation or benefit which 

makes them appropriate for joint real estate/ 

transit development ventures. General obligation 

bonds (G.O.) are backed by the full faith, credit 

and taxing power of the city or state issuing the 

debt. Local jurisdictions typically use them for 

public works or infrastructure. G.O. bonds are 

also used to finance land acquisition for the 

purpose of blight elimination and for write-downs 

on land sold to developers of redevelopment 

projects. Because of their effect on overall bor

rowing authority and political scrutiny, G.O. bonds 

are generally not used to fund private downtown 

projects, but are a useful tool in funding activities 

that complement downtown redevelopment 

projects. 

Industrial revenue bonds are used for projects 

such as toll roads or industrial facilities. New tax 

laws have sharply reduced the types of develop

ment-related activities eligible for tax-exempt 

funding and have also imposed a limit on the 

volume of tax-exempt revenue bonds issued. Since 

most IRBs are deemed private activity bonds, no 
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more than 5 percent of the issue's total proceeds 

can be used for private purposes. Bonds that 

exceed the 5 percent cap are designated as pri

vate activity bonds and are subject to restrictions 

on the size of individual deals. The 1986 Tax Act 

narrowed the definition of industrial revenue bond 

(/RB) uses. Private purpose issues are now lim

ited by the state to the greater of $50 per capita or 

$150 million. Each state's unified volume limita

tion is allocated among governmental units within 

the state. Under the act, mass transit facilities 

may still be financed by IRBs. However, it should 

be noted that airports, docks, wharves and mass

transit vehicles financed with IRBs must be gov

ernment owned to retain their tax-exempt status. 

In addition, the 1986 act no longer allows the use 

of IRBs for parking facilities unless related and 

subordinate to other tax-exempt facilities. 

Restrictions on tax-exempt financing has 

caused cities to begin experimenting with alter

native financing programs such as taxable bond 

financing. Taxable bonds are not subject to the 

same volume and use restrictions as tax-exempt 

financing, but they also hold a higher interest rate 

than tax exempts. Because of lower costs of 

packaging these deals and local incentives such 

as local and state tax exemptions, taxable bonds 

are often less expensive than commercial offer

mgs. 

Loans/Guarantees 

Direct loans financed using public funds can 

sometimes be used to bridge the financing gap 

between the debt and equity funds needed to 

complete a transit project and to ensure capital 

access for the project. In many examples of 
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development projects, loans were provided at 

below market rates from UDAGs or tax-exempt 

bond funds to finance the costs of land acquisi

tion, physical transit facilities or service improve

ments. CDBG funds and EDA revolving loan 

funds can be used effectively to provide 

subordinated, long-term, low-interest loans to 

development projects in which a transit or public 

transport element has been designed. Interest 

subsidies reduce a developer's interest rate for a 

development project, and a low-interest public 

sector loan can also be made as a companion loan 

to a private one to produce a lower "blended" 

interest rate in the early years of a project. This 

helps improve the cash-flow when a develop

ment project is often most vulnerable. Interest 

subsidies are more useful when interest rates are 

high and significantly reduce the project's cash 

flow and net income. By reducing lender's risk, 

loan guarantees can leverage private investment 

and may reduce the cost of the loan. Reserve 

deposits are a form of guarantee that have used 
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CDBG and other public funds by depositing 

those funds in a financial institution to cover a 

portion of a loan. 

Incentives 

Communities can help developers improve 

their cash flow by eliminating or reducing prop

erty taxes on projects with a transit linkage. 

Property tax reduction methods can include 

straight or scheduled tax abatements, credits, 

deductions and exemptions. Tax abatement 

programs are authorized by states and designed 

by local governments to meet specific develop

ment objectives, such as the provision of transit 

services. Generally, a period of abatement will 

be granted based on the scope or degree of the 

public transit benefit provided by the project. 

While there are many variations on ways to 

structure a tax abatement to stimulate invest

ment, there are very few examples of a locality 

Denver's J{Jth Street 
Transit Mall and shuttle. 
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providing a tax credit or abatement to encourage 

a transit-linked real estate development. Most 

innovative financing mechanisms for real estate

related transit co-financing involve taxing the 

developer or employer rather than granting an 

abatement or exemption. 

Several cities have used a tax-deferred ex

change of properties in conjunction with grants to 

induce a developer to provide certain transporta

tion facilities or amenities, or even to retain a 

business and its jobs. Tax-deferred land swaps 

have been used in locations where the city and a 

landowner hold fragmented parcels in redevel

opment areas. The land is appraised, and parcels 

of total equal value are traded to assemble a 

usable land parcel for both parties. This tech

nique has been critical in assembling the large 

sites needed for development of several high

impact downtown projects with integral transit 

components, such as the Dallas Arts District. 

The tax-free exchange, while seen as a valu

able tool by some localities, may be eliminated in 

the future as Congress seeks ways to eliminate 

tax breaks in order to generate revenues. Real

estate industry experts contend, however, that 

eliminating the tax-exchange benefits won't raise 

additional monies for the U.S. Treasury because 

people will simply stop making deals. 

Cities with dynamic real estate markets, most 

notably New York and Washington, D.C., have 

developed structured zoning ordinances that 

provide developers with an incentive to build 

functional improvements to transit stations. 

Another incentive, density bonuses, allow devel

opers to increase the size of their proposed devel-
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opment by providing certain proffers. For in

stance, a developer who builds and manages the 

retail component of a transit station on his/her 

site may be allowed to increase the size of the 

office component of the total project by the same 

square footage as the retail. 

The use of special zoning or density bonuses 

to leverage specific types of development and 

transit improvements should be carefully evalu

ated. The system should clearly delineate the 

nature and amount of permitted bonus for each 

specific transit improvement or payment in lieu 

of actual construction. In a well publicized case 

in New York City, a developer was given in

creased floor area ratio for a high rise develop

ment in exchange for making improvements at a 

nearby subway station. Local residents were 

upset when the final arrangement consisted of 

the developer hiring 10 minority youths to clean 

the station during their summer break. 

The virtual elimination of tax-exempt bond 

financing and the significant reduction offederal 

programs has reduced the resources traditionally 

made available by the public sector. Conse

quently, local development practitioners are 

becoming increasingly creative in their approaches 

to encouraging joint development. Taxable fi

nancing has been used in some instances in the 

pl ace of tax-exempt revenue bonds. Erie County, 

New York, has been especially successful at blend

ing these financing mechanisms with state and 

local tax exemptions. However, no known ex

amples have used taxable financing in conjunc

tion with joint transit-related development proj

ects. 
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Furthermore, available federal programs for 

development centered around UDAGs which 

offered flexible financing for significant develop

ment projects. With that program's virtual elimi

nation, CDBG's Section 108 program will play a 

larger role in development project financings, 

although it will likely focus on targeted areas with 

pre-existing slum and blight condition. 
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Creativity will be the watchword, as local 

development practitioners leverage private in

vestment using its ever decreasing financial re

sources. The results are innovative financing 

alternatives that encourage the public sector to 

take an equity interest in joint development 

projects providing transit-related services as well 

as commercial uses. 
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Communities have responded to the increas

ing financial constraints of providing public tran

sit by involving the private sector. Local govern

ments and their transportation planners are of

ten involved in finding the financial support nec

essary to put plans into operation or to maintain 

those that already exist. In response to financial 

constraints and cutbacks in federal funding, local 

governments have begun to obtain substantial 

financial commitments from the private sector 

for constructing and operating of transit facilities 

and improvements; they have also learned to 

evaluate alternative financing methods such as 

impact fees and equity investment. 
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SPECIAL DISTRICTS 

Special districts are one increasingly popular 

transportation financing technique available to 

many local governments to leverage private sec

tor participation. Special districts can be inde

pendent of the local government, having nearly 

complete autonomy to finance, construct, and 

manage specific projects. Or, they can be de

pendent extensions of local government created 

only to raise revenue for projects administered 

by the local government. This section will exam

ine the following special districts: special assess

ment districts, tax increment finance districts, 
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transportation development districts and inde- frastructure or marketing improvements expected 

pendent districts or utilities. to enhance local economic activity. Generally, 

assessments are based on those property attrib-

Special Assessment Districts utes that are assumed to be directly proportional 

to benefits enjoyed by the property owners. 

Special financing districts, including tax in

crement financing districts, are created to fund 

specific projects within a defined area. District 

projects are financed through extra fees col

lected in addition to regular jurisdiction-wide 

property, sales and income taxes or through an 

earmarking of taxes to a project fund. Districts 

with projects financed through extra fees are 

usually ref erred to as "special assessment dis

tricts," while those districts with projects financed 

through a diversion or earmarking of taxes are 

commonly known as tax increment financing 

districts or "TIFs." 

While state and local legal requirements vary, 

creation of special assessment districts often re

quires some form of approval by a simple major

ity of district property owners or agreement by 

owners who control a majority of the land area. 

Consequently, unless mandated to protect public 

safety or welfare, such incremental fees are es

sentially self-imposed or sanctioned by the land

owners themselves. Typically, once a district is 

approved, participation in special assessment 

district financing is compulsory for all landown

ers, though exceptions do exist. 

Landowners involved in special assessment 

district financing may be residents desiring infra

structure improvements, developers interested 

in preparing property for major construction, or 

commercial establishments helping to fund in-
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Conceptually, special assessment districts can 

be used to pay up to 100 percent of the capital and 

operating costs of transit facilities or services 

within the district. Special assessments on indi

vidual properties are set in accordance with a 

formula which relates assessments to (1) the 

district's annual costs ( debt service and/ or oper

ating costs) and (2) estimates of the value of the 

benefits such as the property's proximity to the 

improvement. The rates are based on site size, 

square footage, property tax surcharge, floor area 

ratio or other measures, such as number of 

employees or gross annual sales (for retail). 

There are some disadvantages to special as

sessment districts, including the likelihood of 

altering the economic decisions that would have 

occurred without such fees. Furthermore, there 

is the possible perception that property owners 

within the district are receiving preferential treat

ment in the form of new or improved infrastruc

ture. 

Currently allowed in 37 states, tax increment 

financing districts (TIF) are not always grouped 

in special financing districts but can be consid

ered as a subcategory since they are created 

specifically for funding. A TIF district is specially 

delineated to allow the diversion of increases in 

property tax revenues for repaying project inves

tors. 
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While TIF has been generally applied to 

public improvements other than transit, such as 

roads, utility lines, sewers and parking facilities, 

there are isolated examples of its use for transit

related facilities. The development of the Em

barcadero Station on San Francisco's BART 

system in the early 1970s serves as the main 

example. Since TIF assumes an increase in 

property values, it is therefore limited to areas 

with potential new real estate development. 

Marketability of TIF bonds is highly dependent 

upon investor confidence in the area's future 

development and in the jurisdicition's willing

ness to reinforce the revenue stream should tax 

increments not be sufficient to service the TIF 

debt. If bonds were sold and development did 

not manifest itself as projected, the taxing juris

diction would have to resort to ad valorem tax 

revenues to retire the bond debt based on its full 

faith and credit promise to repay the debt in case 

of a revenue shortage. 

Transportation Development Districts 

Transportation Development Districts (TDD) 

refer to government authorized and dependent 

districts recently approved by New Jersey and 

Pennsylvania. In New Jersey, they are used to 

finance highway and mass transit improvements 

in high growth corridors and regions; Pennsylva

nia has authorized them for broader purposes. 

The 1986 New Jersey Transportation Devel

opment Act, "Transplan," allows for the imposi

tion of fees on private development to help pay 

for road and mass transit improvements necessi

tated by the new development. Included in the 

Transplan package are two other measures that 
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assist county planning and development site 

approval powers and strengthen access regula

tions and standards for developments along state 

highways. While an ambitious transportation 

initiative, the major hurdle to Transplan is New 

Jersey's home-rule governance, which refers to 

the state's 567 independent municipalities. In 

states with many geographically small units of 

government and special purpose districts, fund

ing of public service systems that have a large 

service area is politically very difficult. 

As directed by the act, a county ( or counties) 

that receives designation as a TDD must certify 

that it will conform to an up-to-date county plan 

and the state transportation plan in addition to 

drafting a TDD proposal that has the approval of 

the state, county, municipal governments and the 

private sector. This proposal sets goals and 

objectives for all transportation modes in a proj

ect improvement program that will be financed 

from a district trust fund administered by the 

county. Subsequently, a development fee ordi

nance exacts impact fees for the trust fund and 

fixes a date--not more than 10 years before the 

ordinance's effective date-in which developments 

are exempt from being assessed. While propo

nents of Transplan feel that it will satisfy high 

growth communities' pressing transportation 

infrastructure needs, opponents believe it raises 

as many questions as it solves and adds another 

layer of governmental control to new develop

ment. Presently there are several proposals to 

amend Transplan. 

At the local level, Los Angeles, Portland and 

Miami have demonstrated the most widespread 

use of transportation development districts to 
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Case Example: 
Colorado's Metropolitan Improvement Districts 

Colorado has used special districts widely in conjunction with various sorts of development 
fees and taxes to provide services and facilities supporting new development. Southeast of the 
Denver area, 11 independent metropolitan districts formed the Joint Southeast Public 
Improvement As.sociation (JSPIA) in 1982 to plan, design and construct regional transportation 
facilities to relieve the growing access problems along the southeastern portion of Interstate 
25. 

The projected amount of commercial office and industrial space to be built within the 
commercial corridor along 1-25 is expected to rival Denver's downtown office space volume 
within 10 years. The creation of the JSPIA allows the 11 individual metropolitan districts to 
wholly or partly finance five interchanges and an overpass involving a projected $16.8 million 
in association funds alone. 

The JSPIA arrangement also promotes coordination with other local government 
agencies in working out financial plans and construction schedules and in contracting for major 
service improvements, including transportation. Governed by a 12-member board ( one from 
each district plus one at-large), all matters are decided by a two-thirds majority except 
financing decisions, when unanimity is required. Coordination of services extends to cost and 
debt sharing and the assessment of taxes. Since each member can use property taxes to fund 
bond issues, developers can reduce the "front-end" cost incurred in making improvements. 

Interestingly, all JSPIA members participate in capital improvement decisions even 
though such projects may be located neither within nor adjacent to their district. The premise 
underlying this approach is that any transportation capital improvement within the JSPIA's 
jurisdiction is providing, at minimum, indirect benefits to all association members. 

date. Los Angeles, which broke ground last year 

for the $1.25 billion, 4.4 mile first leg of a planned 

20-mile subway system, will raise between 15-

20% of the cost through assessment districts 

around the subway stations. The assessments, 

however, will be deferred until the line opens in 

1992. Miami financed $20 million of its $148 

million "Metromover" with a SO-block assess

ment district. The district charges an 18-cents-

per-square-foot fee on office space in the district 

which will go to repaying $20 million in bond 

debt. In addition, approximately $10 million 

from joint development and station connection 

fees helped to fund Metromover. 

In Portland, Oregon, the $214 million, 15.1 

mile "MAX" light-rail system was funded by fed

eral, state and local sources with $1.6 million 
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coming from downtown businesses which formed 

a local improvement district to fund design im

provements on the downtown portion of the 

system. Both the Miami "Metromover" and the 

Portland MAX serve as planning models for 

other cities demonstrating how the city, realizing 

it was short on capital funds for construction, 

negotiated a solution with the business commu

nity, which supported the additional levies. 

Independent Districts or Utilities 

Utilities are independent public corporations 

established to finance, construct, operate and 

maintain public works. Transit utility approaches 

parallel those used for traditional utilities such as 

gas, power and water. 

A number of local governments nationwide 

have segregated their mass transit activities into 

independent utilities that oversee all aspects of 

the provision of public transport from funding to 

construction to operations and maintenance. 

Utilities and independent special districts may 

be distinguished by the scale of their activities, 

geographical expanse and functional scope. 

As referred to here, utilities may be given 

perpetual responsibility to operate and maintain 

transit facilities. Further, a utility is not confined 

to a local component of a transit system but 

includes the whole generating and distributing 

network. Finally, a utility does not delegate the 

administrative decisions concerning financing, 

personnel, etc., to another governmental depart

ment; these are handled within the utility, which 

operates as an independent public corporation. 

Characteristically, utilities charge initial hook-
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up fees for capital expansion plus periodic charges 

based on actual or presumed use for operations 

and maintenance. However, transit utilities re

capture service costs through user fees and other 

types of cost-sharing arrangements. 

There are two advantages in organizing pub

lic works as utilities: (1) financial support is user 

based and is related to the actual use or benefits 

received, and (2) planning and financial manage

ment are not subject to the uncertainties of gen

eral revenue budgeting, such as local govern

ment transit agencies. The disadvantage is the 

public resistance to what is perceived as addi

tional taxes rather than fees in lieu of increased 

taxes. 

For example, Fort Collins, Colorado, uses the 

principle that costs should be borne by those who 

benefit from public works, and as a result, the city 

has established separate utilities for stormwater, 

water and sewer, and transportation services. 

Like the other utilities, the Fort Collins transpor

tation utility charged users for both capital and 

ongoing costs according to actual use or pre

sumed benefit. Under the auspices of the utili

ties, the city has promoted more cost-effective 

construction of public facilities for the future by 

reimbursing developers for oversizing or build

ing in excess of current needs. The transporta

tion utility was established in early 1984. It uses 

a transportation utility fee system which is based 

upon the amount of street frontage for each 

property and traffic generation factor assigned to 

each use category. However, since mid-1986, the 

program has been frozen due to a class action suit 

brought by local citizens and developers who 

charged that the utility fee was a tax. 
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Prior to the lawsuit, there had been some 

objections raised concerning the utilities fee (based 

on the intergenerational equity argument). The 

city, however, tried to point out that the transpor

tation utility fee was not a tax since it is based on 

presumed use of the transportation infrastruc

ture whereas a tax is related to value of property, 

income or sales. Until the program was frozen, 

the transportation utility collected $500,000 

annually. The average developer was paying 

$40-50 month for commercial property, while the 

typical homeowner was charged $ 1.50. At pres

ent, the Colorado State Supreme Court is consid

ering the city's appeal after a lower court ruled in 

favor of the citizens. 
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Civic Center 
Transfer Station in 
Denver at one end 
of the Mtli Street 
Mall The State 
Capital is in the 
background. 

Developer Contributions, Impact 

Fees & Exactions 

Development fees refer primarily to charges 

levied on developers to pay for additional public 

facilities made necessary by a project. They can 

also be called system development charges and 

transit facility fees and imposed systematically, 

according to a fixed schedule and with no allow

ances for negotiation. Linkage fees refer to 

programs that require a developer to pay a nego

tiated or structured fee not explicitly impact

oriented and not intended to finance improve

ments immediately adjacent to the developed 

site. 
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PROFILE: 
DENVER'S 16TH STREET MALL MANAGEMENT DISTRICT 

Denver's 16th Street Transit Mall is widely recognized as a successful 
working system that links mass transportation with pedestrian access for work
ers and shoppers to destinations in the city's downtown area. The 16th Street 
project provides shuttle vehicle service along 14 blocks between two bus transfer 
stations at either end of the Mall. About 40,000 pedestrians use the Mall daily 
while ridership on the shuttle vehicles is 35,000 per day. 

Financing for maintenance, management, planning and public purpose de
velopment of the Mall comes from assessments on property owners located 
within a special 77-block Mall Management District. Downtown Denver, an 
arm of the public/private Denver Partnership, manages the Mall's public space 
under contract to the city. The Partnership also raises funds for special events, 
advertising and promotions. The Mall gave impetus to the joint development of 
the One Civic Center Plaza office development using air rights over the Civic 
Center Terminal, the Mall's southeast terminal transfer station. 

Major Actors. Since the early planning stages, the 16th Street project has 
been an outstanding example of a public/private partnership which required 
coalition and consensus-building, group decision-making and conflict resolu
tion. The decision involved UMTA, City of Denver, the Regional Transporta
tion District (R TD) and Downtown Denver. Downtown Denver originally 
proposed and worked for the Mall and carries out its ongoing maintenance as 
well as raising other monies for events and promotions. Downtown Denver's 
advocacy efforts persuaded about seven percent of the property owners in the 
district to change their votes to support the establishment of the assessment 
district. Opposing property owners wanted contributions to the district to be 
voluntary. The city restructured its traffic system to accommodate the Mall and 
continues to provide for public, private and emergency access to the area. RTD 
took on organizational, planning, design, coordinating and operational respon
sibilities for constructing the mall and providing the shuttle service. 

Financing. The cost for the Mall project was $76 million with about 80 
percent funded by UMTA. The Federal dollars were from Interstate Highway 
Transfer Funds provided through UMT A and from UMT A Section 3 and 5 
grants for the two transfer stations. The Federal Highway Transfer Funds 
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became available when the governor of Colorado cancelled a proposed inter
state highway for Denver. The City of Denver and the Colorado Division of 
Highways provided funds for related street improvements. RTD provided a 
share of local matching funds for the federal dollars. Construction of the Mall 
cost $57 million, implementing a design planned by architect J.M. Pei. This in
cluded the widening of sidewalks along the 80-foot-wide Mall, paving, tree 
planting, lighting and the placement of the transfer stations. A fleet of 26 diesel
powered shuttle buses made in West Germany was purchased from Minicars of 
California. 
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The budget for the Downtown Mall Management District 
primarily covers maintenance, management and police patrol 
services. Other items are capital improvements, events and pro
motions, and planning and coordinating services. The mainte
nance and management funds are supplemented and leveraged 
by Downtown Denver, from private sources. There are about 
860 property owners in the District with annual assessments of 
between 6 cents to 68 cents per square foot, depending on the 
project. The most recent annual budget for the Mall Manage
ment District was $1. 77 million. 

Aerial view 
looking west over 
the lfJth Street 
Mall 
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Under the air rights lease agreement for the One Civic 
Center Plaza development, R TD is expected to net over $55 
million over a 15-year period. The locational advantage of the 
transfer terminal is demonstrated by building occupancy and 
square foot lease rates that are both 25 percent higher than in 
comparable buildings further away from the transit improve
ments. 

Results. The 16th Street Mall has succeeded as a focal point 
for organized and non-organized people activity and given the city a unifying de
sign feature. It has also reduced bus traffic and attendant noise and pollution in 
the area and cut travel time for riders who have increasingly accepted the new 
shuttle system. Downtown Denver has worked with public space consultants, 
the local business community and marketing experts to liven "dead spots" along 
the Mall and developed programs to benefit all users of the Mall and the 
businesses located there. Plans are under consideration for extending the Mall 
further and for another 8-block transitway that would intersect with the existing 
mall. (The implementation of the 8-block proposed transitway was examined 
through a CUED-UMTA technical assistance site visit which will be discussed 
in Chapter 5.) 
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Lessons Learned. Many lessons have been learned in the design, 
planning, construction and management of the mall. Overall, a successful mall 
must be designed as an integral component of a larger redevelopment plan and 
have consolidated public and private support through all phases. Since most 
urban malls are competing with enclosed suburban malls, they must establish 
standards of cleanliness, security and safety and have maintenance programs 
which keep them competitive. According to the Denver Partnership, the usual 
public maintenance will not suffice. To maintain competitive standards, malls 
must have legal structures or funding mechanisms for maintenance and security 
which are targeted to the mall on an ongoing basis. The legal authority is also 
necessary to support professional management that can control the quality, 
consistency and promotional activities. 

The use of voluntary linkage fees is becoming 

more popular as developers become convinced 

of the advantages of setting aside monies for 

public facilities or special uses not contiguous to 

their project. While density bonuses or other 

regulatory relief is used by some cities to induce 

voluntary linkage contributions, many cities 

"suggest" to the development community that a 

mandated fee system or building moratorium 

can be a more expensive and onerous option than 

a system based on voluntary fees. Exactions in

volve the dedication of land for public use or 

payment of a fee in lieu of such dedication. 

Exactions are primarily for on-site improvements 

and often involve negotiation between the devel

oper and the local jurisdiction. 

Developer fees, impact fees, exactions and 

linkages are increasingly being used to fund trans

portation and/ or transit related facilities required 

to support new growth and development. Local 

governments and agencies are turning to fees to 

avoid raising taxes and to make up for cutbacks in 
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federal monies for public investments, such as 

infrastructure and mass transit facilities. Devel

oper fees (and their derivatives) have been pri

marily employed to finance new construction and 

improvements for roads, sewer and water sys

tems, parks, schools, police and fire stations, and 

in some cases ( as linkage fees) job training pro

grams, childcare and the development of low

income housing. Some developer requirements 

are imposed on the grounds that development 

will exacerbate peak-hour traffic and transit 

problems. Developer fee programs are tradi

tionally found in strong markets and have often 

been utilized as an anti-growth mechanism. 

Localities believe developers should pay for so

lutions to the new congestion their projects may 

generate. 

Development fees for transit-related financ

ing fall into two general categories. One is a fee 

system with requirements specifically set forth in 

local ordinances as a condition for receiving 

zoning approval or a building permit. The fee is 
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Case Example: 
San Francisco Transit Impact Fee 

The City of San Francisco's "Transit Impact Development Fee Ordinance," instituted 
in 1981, remains as the paramount example of the use of transit impact fees. Under the city's 
program, owners and developers of newly developed buildings in downtown San Francisco 
must pay a fee of up to $5 per square foot on new office or commercial space. The fee was 
designed to provide revenue to offset increasing operating and capital costs of the San 
Francisco "Muni" (municipal rail) system, and is assessed to cover the increased transit costs 
which the city predicts will be generated over the 45-year life of each office building. The fee 
is paid in a lump sum at the end of construction. The developers of a dozen projects, however, 
have been allowed to pay in installments over a several year period since their projects were 
approved prior to 1981. Through January 1989, the city has collected over $58 million in fees 
from development projects. 

The transit fee ordinance, which applied to approximately 10 square miles of the 
downtown area, was legally challenged by two class action suits following its initiation. 
Plaintiffs originally argued that the $5 per square foot fee exceeded the reasonable cost of the 
increased services to be provided, and thus was not a legitimate development fee but a special 
tax, which must be approved by two-thirds of the state's assembly. Both the trial and appellate 
courts found that the fee was not a tax, since it is designed to fund only Muni maintenance and 
development and not earmarked for general funds. However, the appellate court did find that 
the retroactive application of the fee for buildings constructed after 1979 was technically 
illegal. 

normally based on a project's square footage, the 

amount of peak-hour vehicular trips the develop

ment will generate or sponsorship of ridesharing 

programs. The second category deals with re

quirements that may also be negotiated by the 

developer with the local zoning or development 

agency when a developer applies for rezoning or 

a project approval. In the case of negotiated 

requirements, also called "proffer" or "incentive" 

zoning or development agreements, local gov

ernments withhold permit approvals until a de

veloper commits to paying cash or in-kind transit 

related improvements needed to support the 

user traffic generated by the new development. 

While developer contributions and fee sys

tems are being accepted as innovative methods 

of financing essential public works, there is de

bate about the role that they play in economic 

development and the provision of public facili

ties. Some developers view these "proffer" and 

fee systems as thinly veiled growth limitation 

policies. In addition, development fees have 

evoked concern among economic development 
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professionals because of their unknown short

and long-term effects on growth in general. As a 

result, developer "fair-share" policies, such as 

exactions, proffer and impact fees are sometimes 

viewed with suspicion, and can lead to legal 

action against the jurisdiction imposing the tran

sit impact fee. 

The few examples of development fees in use 

around the country for financing transportation 

and transit improvements are based on the maxim 

that transportation facilities and economic de

velopment are inextricably linked. The move

ment of goods to market and movement of inputs 

to firms, including workers to their jobs, requires 

roads. If a road system becomes too burdened, 

and there are inadequate mass transit facilities to 

substitute, businesses may relocate and constitu

ents may demand that local authorities imple

ment some form of immediate improvement. 

Critics of development fees also believe that 

they impede economic development by forcing 

potential developers and businesses to look else

where when considering new facilities in a par

ticular jurisdiction. However, some studies have 

found that while developers are generally op

posed to widespread development fee use, they 

support well targeted fee programs. This support 

is sometimes for defensive reasons since they 

fear building moratoria on new development. 

Furthermore, developers have reasoned that 

insufficient public facilities might be built in

stead, or that none will be built, thus decreasing 

the marketability of their subdivision or com

mercial/ office development. Traffic is and usu

ally remains a dominant factor in any project. 
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Many developers feel the fees will give them the 

necessary leverage to demand public facilities 

needed to develop their land in a timely and 

orderly manner. 

Economic Considerations 

The feasibility of development fees is de

pendent on a strong local economy. The supply 

and demand for developable land must be ade

quate to absorb the added costs of development 

fees. An area with a soft economy, however, is an 

entirely different situation. Publicly funded 

improvements are often necessary to attract 

development to the area. History shows that 

development fees evolved as an element of a 

broader growth management strategy for locali

ties experiencing strong development pressure, 

e.g., cities in California, Florida, Texas, Washing

ton and Colorado. The objective was to encour

age development where public facilities were 

adequate. Following rapid growth, many com

munities began to see deficiencies in the quantity 

and quality of infrastructure that had lured devel

opment in the first place. If these communities 

sought to maintain their rate of development, or 

at least balance it, then they had to develop 

alternative infrastructure financing tools. Hence, 

the use of development fees as a charge for 

development in areas where there is insufficient 

capacity. 

Cumulative experience from around the 

country shows that development fees have not 

stopped or stymied growth. Most developers 

understand the rationale for mandated fees and 

negotiated exactions, and regard them as part of 

doing business. Even developers in areas that do 
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not have formal programs have taken to volun

teering transit facilities in the hope of winning 

approval for their projects. For instance, in 

Alexandria, Virginia, developers of a proposed 

38-acre commercial center have offered to build 

a station on the nearby Washington Metro line to 

improve the chances of the project's approval. 

Local officials, though, are pressing additional 

demands that the developers also widen an ad

joining roadway and build a series of parkway 

interchanges for the project. In Portland, Ore

gon, a private developer was required to provide 

the local match for an 80% UMTA grant to 

construct a transit transfer center in return for a 

conditional use permit for its mixed-use develop

ment. 

Another concern is the complication factor 

between bordering localities due to the traffic/ 

transit/infrastructure impacts of development in 

an adjacent jurisdiction. Presently there are no 

formal mechanisms for enacting development 

fees across separate government domains. Neigh

boring jurisdictions need to coordinate develop

ment approvals near their boundaries and nego

tiate joint financing agreements with developers 

to share in the cost of capital improvements in 

the area. An ill-fated situation is the case of two 

neighboring localities with and without develop

ment fees. The community without the fees will 

have an advantage in attracting development, 

while the other community endures the traffic 

and transit impacts with little prospect for a joint 

agreement providing for fee sharing. 

growth. These fees may become commonplace 

tools in a community's comprehensive plan. The 

plan then becomes essential in justifying a pro

gram of exactions, especially when legally chal

lenged. By designing and implementing devel

opment fees that can provide adequate public 

transit facilities, communities can justify devel

opment fee systems as central to their economic 

development strategy. 

EQUllY INVESTMENT STRATEGIES 

Public-private partnerships refer to working 

relationships in which the public and private 

interests share ownership, or certain features of 

ownership, in public transit facilities. Examples 

include direct private investment or contribution 

for capital costs to build transit facilities as well 

as joint operation of such a facility. 

Equity arrangements between the public and 

private sectors refer to several types of public 

equity or equity-like participation in private 

ventures in return for public services or property 

and private equity public works with or without 

active involvement by the private sector devel

oper. In some cases, a turnkey process will 

permit transit agencies to contract with a devel

oper for delivery of a fully-completed and opera

tional transit project, which in some cases the 

developer (and subsequent tenants) may or may 

not choose to utilize. In other instances, volun

tary participation by either a developer, employ

ers and/ or businesses in the form of solicited 

donations for transit-related purposes have been 

Development fees are implemented through used for capital and service improvements. 

land-use controls, and thus play an important 

role in a locality's planning and management of 
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Public equity in private undertakings is a less 
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common approach to generating income for lo

cal government service provisions such as transit. 

Characteristically, a locality or its transportation 

entity receives income from a developer or pri

vate venture based upon the gross or net reve

nues of the project. This income repays for 

property purchased by the local government or 

for public transit service rendered. The local 

government thus becomes a de facto joint part

ner in the private development in return for its 

aid in establishing the project. 

Passive/ Active Participation 

Private equity in transit facilities and services 

can be separated into two groups: active and 

passive. Active private participation can include 

direct private investment and administration of 

basic transit services, such as a shuttle bus service 

for residents and employees of a large mixed-use 

development to a rail station or the actual con

struction of a rail station, both of which were 

funded by Hartz Mountain Industries, a New 

Jersey development firm, for their Harmon Cove 

development in Secaucus, New Jersey. 

rail line and space for a water and power utility 

hookup. Presently, though, the project company 

is still trying to arrange financing. 

There are several types of passive private 

participation in transit investments. First, pri

vate equity in transit facilities can take the form 

of private capital contribution in exchange for 

acknowledged or contractually defined rights to 

use the transit services being developed. Dona

tions, cash or in-kind, are another form of passive 

equity participation. For example, the developer 

of a shopping center might donate land for a bus 

transfer center, in order to attract more custom

ers, reduce the need for additional parking spaces, 

or lessen traffic congestion around the develop

ment. In these cases, the transit agency usually 

identifies the project need, and then approaches 

developers and property owners who will benefit 

from the project. For instance, in Grand Rapids, 

Michigan, a donation of the local match for 

downtown bus system was made by an individual 

in return for the city lengthening one of its bus 

system routes to include a stop at the city zoo. 

The system purchased five new buses to cover the 

route extension and the individual garnered good 

An ambitious example of active equity par- public relations. 

ticipation would be the Front Range Transporta

tion Corridor in Colorado, where a private group 

has organized the initial engineering and finan

cial effort for a 210-mile toll road and transpor

tation corridor stretching from Fort Collins to 

Pueblo. In this case, there is no formal participa

tion by public officials or governments in the 

project, except their approval of the privately 

funded transit activities. The project involves a 

multipurpose transportation corridor to accom

modate up to eight lanes of traffic, a high-speed 
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Another type of passive private participation 

in which the participants are removed from di

rect involvement in the transit facilities or serv

ices being funded is investment participation. In 

this example, investors or developers "own" a 

limited portion of transit infrastructure through 

the purchase of certificates of participation or 

equipment trust certificates. The transit facility 

or equipment itself is held by a trustee as collat

eral, and the transit user repays the debt through 
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PROFILE: 
CLEVELAND,S DUAL HUB CORRIDOR 

Cleveland's Planning Commission is finalizing a plan for a rail line with 
about 10 station stops that will serve the city's Dual Hub Corridor which runs five 
miles eastward from downtown Cleveland at Tower City Center to the city line 
east of University Circle. Under consideration are 12 major rail alternatives for 
three segments of the Corridor to find the most efficient alignment for serving 
the Corridor and the adjacent neighborhoods. Private voluntary contributions 
from institutions to be served by the line are expected to be a major part of the 
private sector's 20 percent share of constructing the line. 

The Corridor is the city's largest employment center with businesses, 
institutions and public agencies employing more than 160,000 people. Some 
83,000 people reside in neighborhoods along the Corridor. Major institutions in 
the Corridor are the Cleveland Clinic, University Hospitals and five other 
medical centers; Oeveland State University and Case Western Reserve University; 
the theatres of Playhouse Square and the Cleveland Play House; the Cleveland 
Orchestra's Severance Hall, the Museum of Art and other cultural facilities in 
University Circle. 

While a rail line is in service between downtown and University Circle, 
it is along a railroad right-of-way that skirts the edges of downtown and the 
Circle and runs far south of the major institutions and businesses in the Corridor. 
Of 128,000 people who use public transportation daily in the Corridor, 95 
percent use buses. Buses must deal with traffic on congested streets and are not 
an efficient way to move high volumes of riders. 

Major Actors. The alternatives analysis is being done by the city in 
cooperation with the Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority, the Northeast 
Ohio Areawide Coordinating Agency, UMTA, and the private sector through 
organizations such as Cleveland Tomorrow and the Greater Cleveland Growth 
Association. Stakeholder organizations in the Corridor include St. Vincent 
Quadrangle, Nouvelle Espoir Development Corporation, Midtown Corridor, 
Inc., Doan Center, Inc., Hough Area Partners in Progress, and New Cleveland 
6, Inc., which are advocates for redevelopment of large areas. 

Financing. Since the study has not indicated a preferred alignment at this 
writing, it has estimated the cost of a "generic" project to be $600 million. Cost 
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would be shared by UMT A, 50 percent; the State of Ohio, 12.5 percent; the 
Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority, 12.5 percent using its 1 percent 
sales tax which yields about $100,000 annually; the City of Cleveland, 5 percent; 
and the private sector, 20 percent. The private sector share is expected to come 
from direct contributions from the institutions along the Corridor or special 
assessments on other property owners. 
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Development Potential. Since 1980, $1.3 billion has been invested in 
development projects in the Corridor from downtown to the Midtown and Doan 
Center areas and University Circle and in surrounding neighborhoods. By 1995, 
another $ 1.8 billion is projected for development investment in the Corridor. 
The institutions in the Corridor have long range master plans for development. 
The middle of the Corridor has large tracts of vacant land and numerous 
underutilized industrial structures which might compete with suburban locations 
for commercial development with the transit line in place. Location of new 
office development in Cleveland will be focused along the new rail line by 
offering development incentives, including higher building height limits and 
reduced parking requirements. 

Joint Development 

Mapof 
Cleveland's 
Dual Hub 
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Joint Development. The study anticipates joint development of one site, 
an office development with 1.5 million to 2 million square feet of space located 
in the first segment of the line nearer to downtown. The major development role 
of the Corridor is expected to be catalytic in spurring actions by the institutions 
along the route. 

lease payments. In essence, each investor owns a 

percentage of the title to the facility or equip

ment and leases his/her share back to the com

munity. 

property--subject to legal restrictions-not needed 

for transportation purposes. The uses of such 

property fall into three general categories. The 

most popular is the leasing or selling of develop-

ment rights. Negotiated land leases and the leas-

F or example, the Southern California Rapid ing and selling of existing facilities are the other 

Transit District has issued three series of equip- two techniques used. 

ment trust certificates, raising over $50 million to 

underwrite the costs of a portion of new transit 

bus purchases. With these certificates, the buses 

themselves are owned by a trustee on behalf of 

the certificate purchasers and the bank issuing 

the supporting letter of credit, and are leased 

back to the district until the certificates are fully 

redeemable. The district is responsible for pay

ments to the trustee to sufficiently cover all prin

cipal and interest payments. The approximate 

$9.1 million in debt service for three different 

certificate issues is covered by the District's ac

tual and anticipated revenues. 

The Use of Property and Property Rights 

Both local governments and transit agencies 

utilize several techniques to generate additional 

revenues for transit services by leasing air rights, 

land, or facilities to developers and private sector 

groups. Either the local development or transit 

agency can use or dispose of any portion of 
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Leasing/Selling Development Rights. By far 

the most popular leasing method is the leasing or 

selling of development rights. By leasing or 

selling development rights associated with space 

above, below or adjacent to their transit facilities 

( or rights of way), local governments and transit 

agencies can recapture partial to full value of 

their land and asset holdings. Transit agencies 

working in conjunction with local development 

agencies have leased both developed and unde

veloped land and space above rail and bus sta

tions for numerous commercial and mixed-use 

development projects. Space adjacent to transit 

facilities is often sold to developers and neigh

boring businesses interested in improving access 

to transit stations through the construction of 

pedestrian access ways. 

Most local governments and transit agencies 

prefer to lease development rights rather than 

sell unless financial analysis indicates otherwise. 

Joint Development 



By leasing rather than selling, the community 

maintains public ownership of its assets and re

ceives a steady stream of income for the term of 

the lease, rather than a one-time lump sum. In 

either case, however, funds can be used to offset 

operating costs or to finance future capital in

vestments on site or elsewhere. Some cities have 

aggressively pursued joint development of their 

transit facilities, while others have been cautious 

due to legal questions surrounding whether or 

not public agencies can acquire air and subsur

face rights from properties that have been con

demned for transit purposes. 

Washington, DC, for example, has developed 

a formal program for implementing joint devel

opment opportunities on properties adjacent, 

below or above its transit facilities. Since the 

Washington "METRO" system became opera

tional in 1975, the Washington Metropolitan 

Area Transit Authority (WMATA) has secured 

and has completed six joint development ar

rangements with private developers in and around 

METRO stations. WMA TA now receives nearly 

$10 million per year in direct income from leas

ing arrangements. This figure does not include 

additional income that may come from improved 

financial performance of commercial projects, or 

revenues generated by increased ridership. 

Air rights associated with public land are 

commonly transferred or leased to provide de

velopable space to investors. This strategy allows 

the city to retain ownership of the land for pos

sible future deals and to control what goes on the 

land. The public agency may maintain use at the 

ground or lower level. In addition, lease pay

ments and property taxes on the improvements 

Joint Development 

can be structured to provide an incentive to the 

developer and also provide a share of the profits 

for the city. In Pasadena, California, for ex

ample, the city redevelopment agency kept title 

to its property and leased the air rights over a 

parking garage to the developer of a downtown 

shopping center. The lease terms defer rent 

payments during construction and for the first 

five years of the project, but the lease is at market 

rate after that period. 

In some downtown development rights proj

ects, the local government sponsor agrees to 

build a facility, then leases the facility to a devel

oper for either a set management fee or a portion 

of the facility's income. In Pasadena, the city 

parking authority built a parking facility at no 

cost to the developer of Plaza las Fuentes. In 

Trenton, the state agreed to acquire a site to 

build a parking garage for the Trenton Commons 

project. 

In Long Beach, a more complex arrangement 

was involved in the Hyatt Hotel project. The 

hotel developer built a hotel, parking structure 

and public facilities on land leased from the city. 

The developer then subleased the parking struc

ture and public facilities back to the city. The city 

forgives all property taxes and utilities on the 

parking structure and then sub-subleases a por

tion of the public facilities to the hotel. This 

arrangement made it possible for the developer 

to secure favorable financing, because the city 

subordinated the priority of its rents to pay the 

developer's loan debt. 

While equity investment is a viable source of 

income for transit agencies and local govern-
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ments, the public may complain that the lease/ retail space from SCMID, which spent $25 million 

sale agreement benefits the private developers in state funds to develop the facility. 

more than the public sector, particularly if the 

agreement obligates the transit agency or local 

government to build a portion of the facility or to 

offer extremely favorable terms to the developer 

or developers. 

The degree of revenue generated by leasing 

or selling transit facilities depends on several 

factors: (1) the availability and condition of 

underutilized facilities or property; (2) the strength 

of the real estate market surrounding the facility; 

Leasing/Selling Existing Facilities. Local and (3) the proportion of the original investment 

governments and transit agencies in need of 

additional funds have found that leasing vacant 

or underutilized transit facilities and properties 

can be highly profitable. Transit terminals, park 

and ride lots, parking garages and maintenance 

facilities may be available for private sector use 

or conversion because of changes in anticipated 

real estate development, construction of new 

facilities or creation of new authorities. In these 

cases, local governments and transit agencies 

have the opportunity to generate additional reve

nues through the sale or lease of the existing 

facilities. 

For example, agencies might be able to lease 

a portion of their facilities to compatible service 

providers or sell the entire facility to an inter-city 

bus or trucking industry. In other cases, new 

construction provides an opportunity to plan for 

space that might be leased to the private sector. 

The Santa Cruz Metropolitan Transit Dis

trict (SCMTD) is leasing office and retail space 

in its new downtown intermodal transfer facility 

by the transit agency, because the local or state 

government and UMT A may require transit 

agencies to return a percentage of lease or sale 

proceeds from projects partially financed with 

local, state or UMTA funds. 

Private sector developers are amenable to 

leasing various types of facilities because it en

hances their own projects. Parking, in particular, 

is often the reason a developer or property owner 

will lease facilities from a local transit agency. 

The cost of providing parking can be one of the 

most significant barriers to development down

town. While the amount of parking needed may 

not be as great as in suburban locations because 

of public transportation access, providing it is far 

more costly in high density areas such as down

towns, and must be provided as required by local 

regulations and to ensure the project's success. 

However, in cities trying to limit the number of 

private vehicles in the downtown area, develop

ers are not allowed to provide parking, and thus, 

are dependent on public transit facilities. 

to offset operations and maintenance costs. The Negotiated Land Leases. Negotiated land 

facility is located south of downtown, next to a leases are agreements between developers/land 

shopping mall and includes pedestrian, bus and owners and transit agencies under which land is 

bicycle facilities. Tenants are leasing approxi- leased to the agency in exchange for construction 

mately 4,500 square feet of restaurant, office and of transit facilities. Typically, land is leased for a 
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20-30 year period for a nominal cost. In addition 

to obtaining a facility for little cost, transit agen

cies have occasionally negotiated for financial 

assistance in constructing or operating the facili

ties. For example, Pierce Transit in Tacoma, 

Washington, built six transit transfer centers on 

private property leased at $1 per year for 30 

years. 

Developers are often interested in having 

transfer centers adjacent to their commercial 

and residential projects because they encourage 

greater use of their projects and better access; 

they also reduce the need for additional costly 

parking structures. Local governments and tran

sit agencies benefit from not having to condemn 

and buy needed land and possibly from receipt of 

actual funding for capital or operating purposes. 

LAND ASSEMBLY /LAND BANKING 

If the land is sold to the developer, land price 

write-downs may be used to bring development 

costs in line with other available sites. Land 

purchase deals allow the developer to borrow the 

land purchase amount from the city, and for the 

city to participate in project returns. The land 

purchase agreements can be structured to reduce 

the developer's risk by making land purchase 

payments conditional upon project cash flows. 

The city can defer land payments until returns 

are adequate to cover the developer's construc

tion loans. 

Increasingly, cities are holding ownership of 

land and making leasing arrangements that also 

allow equity participation in the project. These 

land leases also reduce cost of land for the devel

oper. In these participatory or percentage leases, 

the city receives income from the project which 

may be in the form of a percentage of project 

revenue. The city retains control of the land until 

This is another significant use of property but the end of the leasing period, when the developer 

in the form of leverage used by local govern- is generally given a purchase option. This ar-

ments to assemble a site by using various legal rangement lowers the developer's up front costs 

and administrative powers, such as eminent and reduces risk by tying lease payments to proj-

domain, negotiated purchase, or by using other ect performance. 

techniques such as land swaps. For many devel-

opers, land assembly may be the single most TRANSIT-RELATED DEVELOPMENT 

important factor in developing a downtown proj- INITIATIVES 

ect with a transit linkage. Control of the land is 

an essential first step without which the project 

cannot proceed. Once the public agency gains 

control of the site, it can then use various tools to 

reduce the developer's land cost. Public funding 

ofland clearance, site improvements and reloca

tion costs can be an important form of leverage if 

those costs are excessive for the area. 

Joint Development 

Not always considered joint development by 

the strictest definition, transit-related develop

ment initiatives provide an important source of 

private sector participation in transit-related de

velopment financing. Whether through a turn

key approach to development, allowing the pri

vate sector to take a lead role in transit develop

ment, or through transit access agreements which 

S.C.R. T.D. LIBRARY 
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PROFILE: 
CEDAR RAPIDS JOINT DEVELOPMENT 

The joint development of the Cedar Rapids Ground Transportation 
Center ( GTC) complex, completed in October 1984, demonstrated that smaller 
communities also can use transit as the keystone for public-private partnerships. 
Construction on the $32.5 million complex was begun in June 1982 and was 
completed in October 1984. The finished complex includes: 

o A new intermodal transit terminal with ticket offices, baggage storage, 
and parcel services; 

o taxi stands, special minibus transit services and car pick up/ drop off 
area; 

o a 500 space paring garage connected by skywalk; 
o a 15-story, 160,000 square foot private office building; 
o a pedestrian mall concourse/walkway that connects to adjacent 

commercial development in the central business district; and 
o a 96-unit housing project for the elderly and handicapped. 

Ove,view. The second largest city in Iowa, Cedar Rapids is a commercial, 
industrial and transportation center for the surrounding eight-county metropolitan 
area (population 375,000). Major employers in the area include Rockwell 
International, Quaker Oats and FMC. The original impetus for the project 
came in 1977 when the Transit Division of the Iowa Department of Transportation 
sponsored a feasibility study to look at the possibility of linking private 
development with the proposed multimodal ground transportation centers in 
the state's seven largest cities. Following these initial studies, Cedar Rapids was 
selected for a second study phase, which included site search and selection, 
functional planning, market analysis, concept design and an implementation 

program. 

The site chosen for the proposed transit center was a dilapidated 
warehouse district south of the central business district, which was bisected by 
several abandoned railroad tracks. Both the study consultants and city economic 
development officials felt that the new transportation center and related private 
development would act as a catalyst for ancillary new development in the 

adjacent business district. 
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The city then applied for and received an 
Urban Initiatives grant from UMTA in 1979 and 
began lining up additional financing from other 
sources. Key to supplemental financing was the city 
council's mandate that no new general property tax 
levies would be allowed. Instead, local transit and 
development officials decided to create a tax 
increment financing district, which allowed the 
issuance of $4.5 million in TIF bonds, $2 million of 
which was used to cover the local share in the 
project's capital costs. The remaining TIF funds 
were for the construction cost of the adjacent parking 
ramp. 

The $10 million costs for land acquisition, 
clearance, relocation, construction of the 
transportation center itself, and soft costs 
( architectural, legal, etc.) were paid for by the grant 
from UMTA and an additional grant from the Iowa 
DOT. Funding for the $15 million office building, which was built by a local 
developer, was partially covered by issuing industrial development bonds. The 
$3 million housing project was financed conventionally and with a HUD Section 
202 loan. 

The project was not without its share of problems. For example, the city 
wanted developer commitments early on so that the private sector could be 

involved in the planning and design phases of the project. Yet, high interest rates 
and budget cuts took their toll early in the development process, causing the 
elimination of the second story retail mall component and the withdrawal of 

potential retail and housing developers. However, an innovative leasing 

agreement with a new developer finallyenabled the project to proceed as 
planned. 

Joint Development Results. City development officials, to supplement local 

revenues for the project, executed several leases for service concessions and 
development rights. A 20-year lease was effected with Greyhound Bus Lines 
and a five-year lease with Burlington Northern Rail. The leases cover bus bays 
and shared terminal space on a pro-rated basis, and generate $28,000 annually. 
The increased tax proceeds from an estimated $40 million in private investment 
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Office building in 
the Ground 
Transportation 
Center complex, 
Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa. 
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adjacent and near the GTC, will pay for a new $10 million public works 
improvement program for the area. 

Development air rights were leased to the office tower developer for SO years 

with three automatic renewals. The lease calls for annual rent based on 15 cents 

per square foot of each floor or condominium unit, for the first 10 years. There
after, the value of the land under the building will be appraised, and each floor 

of the building will generate lease income equivalent to 1 percent of that 
valuation. Once the developer has transferred possession of these floors to one 
or more of the purchasers, the new owners will pay the rent on their leased space 

directly to the city. The annual yield of such leases is approximately $27,500. 

Legal Issues. Before groundbreaking in May 1982, two general contract bids 

were submitted on the public transit portion of the GTC. RinderKnecht Asso

ciates, Inc. in association with a minority firm, Newson Construction, submitted 
a bid of $6.4 million. Newson's financial participation gave the package over 10 
percent in business for minority firms. A lower bid came from Knutson 

Construction, and included about 4 percent for minority firms. The city's 

minority business enterprise committee recommended, with UMTA concur
rence, that the city accept the higher bid from Rinderknecht. When the city 
awarded the contract to Rinderknecht, Knutson threatened suit. An agreement 

was finally reached that allowed the two companies to share the contract. 
Rinderknecht subcontracted roughly 80 percent of the award to Knutson, and in 
return, Knutson withdrew its bid and its threatened legal action. In the end, 

construction work on the public portion of the GTC included about 8 percent 

minority participation. 

Political Concerns. The completion of the GTC joint development project 
was possible only because of the extensive cooperation between local, state and 

federal officials, private developers, and community representatives. The 

project almost fell through because the original plan called for a retail mall on 

the second level which was to be an extension of the second street mall, near the 

center; an eight-to-twelve story office building; and a ten-to-twelve story 

apartment complex. When the second street mall was cancelled, the retail 
component of the center was no longer economically feasible. The housing 

developer also withdrew for economic reasons. 

At that point, the city development and transit officials began to hold 

meetings with other developers and interested tenants, and finally reached an 

agreement with a developer to construct the apartment tower on the condition 
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that he could also develop the office building. The original office tower 

developer transferred his rights to the new developer and was allowed, in return, 
to retain ownership rights in one floor of the building. The new developer 
proposed to sell floors of the office tower as condominiums, and after several 
floors had buyer commitments, the project was resumed. 

The Final Benefits. City officials viewed the GTC not just as a one-shot 
government development project, but as an impetus for additional development 
in the nearby central business district. The boost to the downtown area adjacent 
to the GTC has been quite evident in the past four years. There has been a 
complete renovation of a major office building one block to the east of the GTC; 
the renovation of an abandoned warehouse one block away for use as a high-tech 
center; the construction of a new YMCA; rehab of a neighboring vacant 
building as the corporate headquarters of a data processing company; the 
construction of a new $8 million central library and a city-sponsored riverfront 
park across the street from the GTC. 

Development and transit officials from Cedar Rapids claim that the GTC 
project proves that office, commercial and residential development can indeed 
be jointly financed, and co-exist, with a transportation center. Not only do these 
joint development projects help increase the tax base of smaller cities and 
communities, but they also can exert significant ancillary development impacts 
on surrounding areas. Cedar Rapids clearly demonstrated that the sometimes 
perceived stigma attached to bus and rail transit centers as non-activity stations 

is indeed a fallacy. 

provide easier access to developers in return for 

station improvements, these techniques are 

applicable to many communities across the coun

try. 

Turnkey Approach to Development 

One approach to involving the private sector 

in public transit projects is turnkey, in which the 

private developer in effect produces the transit 

system following the design and specifications of 

the public authority, and the authority purchases 

the completed product. In Minneapolis, the 

Hennepin County Regional Railroad Authority 

is considering a turnkey approach to building a 

29-mile, $417 million light-rail system. A 

consortium would undertake the entire project 

as well as provide some financing from value 

capture on joint development. Under this "super 

turnkey" approach, the contracting consortium is 

responsible for system financing and related land 

development. 
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The advantage of turnkey is that the public 

authority does not have to deal with numerous 

separate contractors. The authority signs a fixed

price contract with a single source. It is in the 

interest of the developer to produce at the agreed

upon price and within a time that minimizes the 

effect of inflation on costs. Joint development 

projects would alleviate the financing burden on 

the developer and the public. 

The Authority's project manager/engineer 

provided preliminary design plans for locations 

system which provides 44 percent of the cost. 

Another 16 percent would come from a motor 

vehicle excise tax and 6 percent from tax increment 

financing around the stations. The tax increment 

yield is based on a conservative estimate of $5 

million in development in the first few years to 

$75 million as the system expands under a 25-

year bonding program. The eight municipalities 

along the line would designate districts around 

the stations for incremental tax revenues. These 

would be negotiated with the municipalities. 

and stations and performance specifications for Partial Turnkey Approach 

system elements such as vehicles, electrification, 

signals, communications and fare collection. The 

consortium that is selected from competitive 

bidders would construct, supply and install the 

system and operate it for an interim period to 

establish that the authority is buying a cost-effective 

system. A minimum of five years is suggested as 

an interim period to address any problems that 

might develop with the system During this period, 

authority personnel would be trained to operate 

the system. 

Plans for Baltimore's new north-south light 

rail line (see case study, Chapter 5) have included 

a solicitation for proposals on packages which in

cluded the procurement of rail cars along with 

developer ideas for joint development projects at 

rail stops. This is not a full turnkey approach but 

it sought some developer financing as a way to 

alleviate costs to the new system. Out of this 

solicitation two joint development sites emerged, 

each in the suburbs -- one north and one south. 

The Maryland Mass Transit Administration has 

However, to ensure a fully competitive process, decided to separate the rail car procurement 

UMTA determined that Hennepin County's from joint development proposals. 

competition should actually include several stages. 

In the first stage, a turnkey approach will likely be Transit Access Agreements 

attempted on a four-mile segment of the proposed 

line, a $100 million project. The Authority is 

awaiting UMT A review and approval of this new 

process. 

Financing for the light rail line would come 

primarily from Hennepin County's authorization 

to levy about $20 million annually in new property 

taxes. Half of this is dedicated to the light-rail 
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One application of joint development is the 

role of private developers in providing entrances 

and connections to subway stations and making 

improvements to existing stations that are linked 

to new adjacent developments. Transit systems 

receive modest revenues from such arrangements, 

avoid the capital costs of construction, and bene

fit from these station enhancements and the 
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expertise and design amenities of the private bonuses to developers to induce their participa-

sector. In Toronto, transit access agreements are tion in improving access to and traffic flow in its 

used to generate revenue and to encourage joint in-town stations. 

development by offering developers direct sta-

tion access at no charge. Adjacent property SUMMARY 

owners are required to pay all capital costs of 

extending pedestrian walks and escalators to the 

station. Most downtown subway stations in 

Toronto connect to large developments which 

are part of an extensive underground pedestrian 

mall system. 

In Atlanta, the Five Points Station has a 

direct entrance to Rich's Department Store, a 

major retail anchor in the downtown area. The 

connecting tunnel was built by Rich's which was 

charged a connection fee by MART A. Under the 

construction agreement, Rich's is reimbursing 

MARTA a total of $265,000 with annual pay

ments over 25 years for the fee. Rich's is respon

sible for all maintenance. The Washington, D.C., 

Metro has a "system-interface" program under 

which nine stations have been connected to adja

cent commercial properties. Metro negotiates 

the amount of compensation paid as a fee by 

owner/ developers whose property values are 

increased because of the tie-in with the stations. 

Though recently rejected by voters in Phoenix, 

the proposed $8.4 billion ValTrans system would 

have generated income, offset costs and enhanced 

the attraction of the stations by direct access links 

between stations and private, retail, commercial 

and residential developments. Developers would 

have been asked to include stations in their de

velopments and cash flow would derive to the 

system from a percentage above an agreed upon 

floor amount for the development. In New York 

City, the Planning Commission offers floor area 
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The recent trend to allow or require private 

developers and entities to pay some or all of the 

cost of constructing or rehabilitating transporta

tion facilities can create controversy. The inher

ent problem with private sector funding of all or 

part of a transit system is, obviously, increased 

involvement by the private entity in the design, 

planning, etc., of the transit facilities. Private 

plans and preferences can conflict with federal, 

state and/ or local requirements or needs. Meet

ing requirements and satisfying preferences at 

the same time becomes more difficult with addi

tional actors involved. 

Cofinancing or joint development of trans

portation investments is not always voluntary. 

Several states, most notably Colorado, Califor

nia and Florida, have enabled local governments 

to assess developers not only for on-site transpor

tation improvements but also for transit improve

ments needed in the entire regional or city-wide 

transportation system. The courts have generally 

upheld such programs if developers are asked to 

pay only for additional improvements or services 

whose necessity is directly created by their devel

opment; in most cases they cannot be asked to 

share the cost of an existing structure if capacity 

is already available. 

Because of legal challenges, many communi

ties are developing models and programs that 

attempt to predict the local and regional trans-
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PROFILE: NEW YORK Cl1Y1S 
PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT STATION IMPROVEMENTS 

Significant improvements in access and circulation to the Lexington 
Avenue/53rd Street Subway Station on the east side of midtown Manhattan 
exemplifies the participation of private developers in the financing, construction 
and maintenance of transit facilities under a reconstruction program of the 
New York Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA). Since 1978, four 
separate projects by private developers have substantially changed the 
environment of the entire Lexington Avenue Station complex by rebuilding 
accesses from the mezzanine and platform and incorporating them into 
architectural designs for new buildings. 

Overall, 25 privately built improvement projects in the New York 
City subway system have been completed or committed to construction since 
1977 with an estimated value of $128 million. According to MTA, the cost 
of these improvements is only a fraction of what it would be if the projects 
were done by the public sector. The projects also provide for a variety of 
design features that would not be available if the public authority were to 
build them. 

Lexington Avenue Improvements. At the Lexington Avenue/53rd 
Street Subway Station, Citibank constructed a new off-street plaza for its 
Citicorp Center requiring the relocation of the original sidewalk subway 
entrance staircase to a new off-street plaza within the development. The 
station mezzanine, to be accessed by the new off-street plaza, was also 
refurbished. 

The developer of the second of four buildings located at 875 Third 
Avenue at the east end of the station at the southeast corner of Third Avenue 
and 53rd Street constructed a covered pedestrian space within the building 
leading to the existing subway mezzanine. This provided a new in-building 
subway entrance becoming an extension to the building's public space and 
retail arcade. A new off-street escalator and stair entrance will be added in 
the early 1990s. 

The developer of 885 Third Avenue, the northeast corner of Third 
Avenue at 53rd St., constructed an off-street plaza entrance, expanded the 
existing mezzanine and built a new escalator from the mezzanine to the 
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Plan drawing for the 599 
Lexington Avenue Improve
ments. 
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platform. This addressed severe capacity problems in the statioIL The architectural 
detailing of 875 Third Avenue was continued through the 885 Third Avenue 
improvements. 

At the western end of the station, the developer of 599 Lexington Avenue 
relocated the existing subway entrances from the street to within the property 
line. The new design includes a wide, glass-covered staircase increasing natural 
light to the subway level. A concourse runs the length of the entire block along 
Lexington Avenue from 53rd to a new stair and elevator entrance at 52nd St. 
This high volume passageway conveys pedestrian traffic from the northside of 
53rd Street and provides a free transfer for passengers between the IND Station 
and the northern end of the 51st Street/Lexinton IRT Station at 52nd St. Linking 
these two lines at a commonsense transfer point had been a goal of the New York 
CityTransitAuthoritysince 1968. The Authority constructed the remaining part 
of the passageway to connect the concourse to the IRT platform, but commitment 
of the developer to build the concourse made the linkage feasible. In addition 
to other projects planned in Manhattan, MTA is encouraging similar programs 
in Brooklyn Queens. 

Major actors. The City Planning Commission administers a city zoning 
provision which requires developers of certain sites in high density districts of 
Manhattan to reconstruct subway entrances within their new buildings. Incentives, 
in the form of floor area bonuses, encourage developers to construct functional 
improvements to transit facilities adjacent to their properties (mandatory 
improvements are sometimes required). The city allows as much as a 20 percent 
increase in floor area ratio in exchange for construction and maintenance of 
subway stations adjacent to or beneath the development. 

The transit special improvement districts in New York City are Greenwich 
Street Development in lower Manhattan, Special Midtown District, Union 
Square, and Court Square in Long Island City, Queens. In all the transit projects, 
private developers design, construct and maintain their improvements. Public 
sector participants are the City Planning Commission, MTA, New York City 
Transit Authority, Community Planning Boards and Board of Estimate. 

Results. The program demonstrates that subway systems can benefit from 
a close working relationship between the public and private sectors. Pedestrian 
traffic problems and those of physical constraint were significantly alleviated at 
Lexington Avenue Station while creating a more pleasing environment and 
integrating the design elements of the adjacent buildings into the station 

entrances. 
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portation impact of residential or commercial 

development. Accordingly, planners are devel

oping financial models to evaluate when and 

where impacts will be felt and how to match 

private sector contributions or fees to those 

impacts. The appropriateness of either volun

tary or mandatory cofinancing is site specific. 

Low-growth areas that wish to encourage com

mercial or industrial development can harm 

themselves by adding the costs to the costs of 

development. As a result, the community may 

have to offer some form of an incentive to attract 

development to an area lacking the necessary 

"critical mass" of transportation infrastructure. 

In considering cofinancing or joint develop-

Joint Development 

ment as an option, local governments must be 

wary to the extent that it does not change the 

priority of transit facilities to be constructed. If a 

transportation project sought by developers is 

not scheduled for public construction in the near 

term, it is usually because the locality or regional 

transportation planning agency has given a higher 

priority to other projects. If projects are taken 

from the bottom of the list because joint develop

ment or cofinancing is available, commendable 

project proposals, originally rated higher but 

without such funding, may be displaced. Eco

nomic development and transit officials and their 

objectives, while often emanating from truly dif

ferent sources, must strive to cooperate when 

considering their respective program goals. 
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Joint development is defined here as a pub- high, and therefore, an effective strategy is criti-

lic-private partnership designed to decrease the cal. 

costs of operating or constructing public trans

portation systems, stations or improvements 

through creative public-private financing arrange

ments. Joint development is gaining popularity 

as an economic development and transportation 

financing tool. Because developers benefit sig

nificantly from the transit relationship and the 

access to riders, they are often willing to contrib

ute to the transit system to ensure its continued 

success. Transit officials are also pursuing these 

projects because transit-related developments 

improve ridership and reduce costs. While the 

benefits are clear, the risks are potentially as 

Joint Development 

An effective strategy depends on the coop

eration of economic development and transpor

tation officials. All too often, however, both 

parties make many of their decisions separately 

and in a vacuum, with different goals, considera

tions, and interferences. Barriers such as poor 

access, poorly designed internal circulation roads, 

poor or non-existent pedestrian facilities, prohi

bition of transit vehicles, long walking distances, 

and poor parking design greatly reduce the effec

tiveness of high priced road and transit systems. 

In addition, the public investment in transit may 
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not be supported by proper zoning, parking poli

cies and flexible work hours to maximize the use 

of the service and encourage joint development. 

Even when dedicated joint planning occurs, some 

seemingly obvious points and strategies are over

looked. The results of this lack of communication 

and cooperation are clear in the following kinds 

of conflicts: 

o In cities that claim a preference for work

able mass transit over clogged highways, high 

parking ratios discourage the use of public trans

portation. The potential of a community's park

ing policy to influence transit use is not fully 

acknowledged or employed. 

o High density development occurs in places 

unserved by transit or unable to be served by 

transit; conversely, developments near rail sta

tions do not make efficient use of land and space. 

"Highway sprawl" creates commuter corridors 

that are not related to the existing or planned 

transit system. 

o Though efforts are made to coordinate 

planning, specific projects may not receive enough 

attention. For example, a rail station that is part 

of a joint development project may fail to meet 

the needs of workers in the accompanying office/ 

commercial development. In this situation, the 

transit system's potential is not maximized. Or, 

the retail aspect of a mixed-use development 

might not serve employees as planned, the result 

being that the services and activities available in 

the project are not attracting people after all. 

o Sharing and evaluating market information 

is a necessary facet of a successful public/private 
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partnership, yet frequently a lack of communica

tion occurs. Market research is a critical element 

in transit planning as well as in real estate devel

opment. Planning and implementing effective 

joint development projects requires full informa

tion for both partners. Key aspects of demo

graphic and consumer smveys, for example, should 

be shared among all players in order to under

stand target audiences for both ridership and 

mixed-use services. 

The connection between economic develop

ment and mass transit may appear obvious and is 

often stressed by practitioners in both fields. But 

the dearth of specific programs and projects 

usefully integrating the two indicates that this 

connection is being neglected. Flawed planning 

and integration have led to the problems previ

ously discussed -- lack of density, ill-conceived 

land use, conflict with local employer policies, 

and poor financial planning. And these are 

precisely the factors that influence the success or 

failure of joint development projects. 

Recognizing the effectiveness and popularity 

of joint development as a transportation and 

economic development technique, UMTA spon

sored an effort by CUED to help three cities with 

joint development projects. Also recognizing 

that economic development practitioners play a 

crucial role in catalyzing joint development proj

ects, CUED worked with the economic develop

ment entities within these cities to examine 

particular economic development/transportation 

projects for joint development potential. 

While the recommendations in this chapter 

are based on the CUED /UMTA visits to Atlan-
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tic County, New Jersey; Denver, Colorado; and 

Buffalo, New York, the lessons learned are appli

cable to projects throughout the country. In all 

three cases, discussion regarding joint develop

ment focused on rail systems and on real estate 

development in conjunction with an existing or 

proposed rail line. 

In Atlantic County, the transportation and 

economic development department is examining 

the feasibility of adding a station to a new inter

city line which will run from Philadelphia to 

Atlantic City. The site is in a county-designated 

growth area and the possibility of joint develop

ment will greatly influence their ability to de

velop the station. 

In Denver, the regional and downtown cham

bers of commerce are working together on the 

development of a transitway, which may eventu

ally include a rail line. The ability to leverage 

joint development projects will help reduce the 

costs of constructing stations and help increase 

ridership. 

City leaders in Buffalo are anxious to encour-

tion of an effective transportation/ economic 

development partnership as a critical first step 

and noted other programmatic resources as 

important elements in a successful joint develop

ment. Chart 5-1 details guidelines that provide 

the basis for a successful joint development strat

egy. 

BUILDING THE FRAMEWORK 

The critical first-step of any joint develop

ment effort involves coordinating all resources to 

determine not only the goals but the tools avail

able to meet those goals. Since any joint develop

ment effort involves a variety of actors from both 

the public and private sector, an umbrella group 

that helps to perform the necessary steps is often 

recommended. Members of the umbrella group 

or task force should include representatives of 

the various public agencies involved as well as 

private sector leaders. Goals should include the 

establishment of an effective transportation

economic development partnership, integration 

and prioritization of goals, and identification and 

coordination of available resources. 

age joint development around one station on Establish an effective economic development-trans

their new rail line. The station sits adjacent to an portation partnership. 

urban renewal area and any attempts to improve 

the area would also serve to improve ridership. A 

detailed description of each of the projects is 

highlighted in the appendix. 

Consistently, the teams found that while joint 

development potential existed, it would not be 

realized until other, more fundamental, trans

portation/ economic development problems were 

solved. In particular, they encouraged the forma-

Joint Development 

One problem that consistently emerges in 

any examination of joint development potential 

is the lack of a formal economic development -

transportation linkage. No matter what type of 

structure is selected for the joint public-private 

development of transit-related facilities, public 

agencies and private firms have to first enter into 

new relationships to make the mass transit devel

opment process work. This approach is much 
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Chart 5-1 

Guidelines for Successful Joint Development 

Establish an effective economic development-transportation partnership. 

Integrate economic development and transportation goals, and set priorities, through an 

action strategy and implementation plan within an adopted policy framework. 

Identify and coordinate available resources to encourage private sector participation. 

Identify potential joint development sites and developers. 

Initiate dialogue with developers. 

Conduct realistic market and feasibility studies early on to determine the best use for land. 

Prepare a development program and plan. 

Negotiate development arrangements. 

Prepare an implementation agreement and obtain public approval. 

Implement the agreement and the project. 

more than the public sector merely offering common objectives, such as mass transit facili-

cooperation to the private sector to facilitate ties, jointly determined by public, private and 

economic activities for a private or community community sectors and instituted as joint actions. 

gain; it is far more than scheduled meetings 

between the local business organizations, the In Atlantic County, the team recommended 

economic development agency and local elected the development of a county-wide public-private 

officials. While these activities are important, task force to guide the implementation, planning 

and integral to good business and government and development of the transportation center 

relations, they do not constitute true partner- and to guide in the coordination of several re-

ships among the sectors. Partnerships, on the gional transportation planning issues. Through-

other hand, are shared commitments to pursue out its visit, the team met with numerous private 
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and public sector individuals with interest in the 

proposed rail station and related development. 

These included local jurisdictions within the 

county, chambers of commerce, state represen

tatives, regional planning organizations, envi

ronmental groups, transportation authorities, 

developers, and major property owners. The 

team recommended that these individuals and 

organizations be included in the early stages of 

the rail station to insure that it is developed and 

managed to meet the transit and development 

needs of the county and its residents. 

The coordination of major constituencies in 

transportation decision-making contributes to the 

success of individual projects, especially joint 

development projects. A successful partnership 

includes a network of key groups and individuals, 

encourages communication among leaders and 

facilitates mediation of differences among com

peting interests. This network builds respect and 

confidence in the community. It allows business, 

labor, and government to work out their differ

ences in private rather than in public, thereby 

allowing the focus of public discussion to be on 

the areas of agreement rather than on the prob

lems of poor relationships. 

Essentially, public-private partnerships are 

bridges of trust based on similar objectives but 

mindful of differences in roles. Achieving pub

lic/private cooperation is the first step toward 

engaging actual projects. The projects will follow 

easily if the structure is there to facilitate the 

relationships. Developing the correct organiza

tional form is just as important as determining a 

viable economic development - transit strategy. 

Joint Development 

The form as well as the staffing will depend upon 

the resources as well as the situation. Almost all 

development projects depend on public-private 

coordination and cooperation. It is essential that 

the pattern of these cooperative arrangements 

be worked out carefully so that all parties know 

what to expect. 

A realistic and commonly accepted vision of 

the community that is based on the area's strengths 

and weaknesses as well as on a common concep

tion of the potential for the area is the most 

important component for partnership formation. 

Without a common understanding of what the 

community has or what it can become, it is impos

sible to build or provide better transit facilities. 

Furthermore, unless there is a realistic vision of 

the potential for the area with enhanced transit 

facilities, the community will never come to

gether to achieve its goals. 

A positive community attitude that encour

ages citizen participation and is related to long

term employment as well as transit concerns and 

needs of the community is critical to the success 

of this partnership. The goals for the transit 

development process must be shared among the 

community. 

An effective transit organization that can 

blend the self-interest of the members with the 

broader interests of the community will undoubt

edly spark the most action. If the interest of civic 

leaders, as well as individuals, can be collectively 

marshalled through some structure to achieve 

common ends for the total community, the tran

sit development process will work. 
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PROFILE: 
TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT, BELLEVUE, WASHINGTON 

Over the last 15 years, Bellevue, Washington, has evolved from a suburban 
bedroom community in the Seattle metropolitan area to a major employment 
and office/retail center for a subregion of 400,000 people east of Lake Washing
ton. With several completed and ongoing development projects in its down
town, Bellevue has developed several policies to control traffic density and 
discourage the use of single-occupant vehicles (SOVs). Central to this effort is 
a transportation management program developed by the city and the business 
community with the regional transit agency, Metro, and the city's imposition of 
approval conditions for most development projects using powers authorized by 
the state's environmental policy act. 

Under an incentive agreement with Metro, Bellevue earns additional bus 
hours of service for its demonstrated progress in increasing employment density 
downtown while reducing the parking ratio. In the first four years of the 
agreement, Bellevue earned an additional 4,000 hours of bus service. The city 
code requires at least two parking spaces and a maximum of 2.7 spaces per net 
1,000 square feet of office space. The original goal was to achieve a level of one 
parking space per 1,000 square feet of gross floor area (GFA) in a project, but 
new buildings are running at about 2.5 spaces per 1,000 GFA. The city still faces 
tremendous traffic pressures as the majority of its downtown employees drive to 
work alone. A new downtown freeway interchange will force the city to widen 
some arteries to accommodate projected traffic increases. 

Major Actors. The city government, Metro, the Bellevue Downtown Associa
tion, several downtown building owners and numerous citizens concerned with 
traffic spillover into their neighborhoods, were the impetus for the creation of 
the transportation management program. 

Financing. UMTA awarded Metro a $158,000 grant in 1986 to establish and 
support a local Transportation Management Association (TMA) within the 
Bellevue Downtown Association with a provision that TMA would become self
sustaining. TMA now has an annual operating budget of about $300,000 of 
which $20,000 comes from the local government. The remainder is paid for in 
membership dues most of which come from assessments on eleven building 
owners and their tenant companies which employ about 17,000 people. These 
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assessments are part of project agreements worked out between the city and the 
developers. The average assessment is $5 per employee. TMA's executive 
director reports that an average assessment of between $7.50 and $10 will be 
reached in the next year and that there is strong approval among the building 
owners and tenant companies for TMA's performance. The membership dues 
are set to meet TMA's operating costs. 

TMAworks to discourage use of SO Vs downtown, sets up rideshare and car Bellevue Place, 

pool programs and operates a park and non-stop shuttle service from three Bellevue, Washin~ 
ton. 

suburban sites to downtown. It carries on an intensive informational campaign 
about the availability of bus service to and from Bellevue. Companies provide 
subsidies to employees who purchase monthly transit passes. Passes cost $28 
and employers provide a subsidy of $15. 

Joint Development. Illustrative of the program is a transportation manage
ment agreement worked out with the developers of Bellevue Place;a mixed-use 
development which includes hotel, conference, office, athletic and retail space 

Joint Development 
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totaling 1.6 million square feet. After laying out a detailed plan, the city 
allowed the developer, Bellevue Properties, to propose its own program. 
The result was a negotiated package of performance goals, programmatic 
actions and incentives. 

The developer agreed to performance requirements that meet two goals 
at project buildout. Peak employee parking must not exceed 1,117 spaces 
and outbound trips are limited to 852 vehicles in the afternoon peak hour. 
The developer pays $42 in the first year for each peak hour trip (above the 
threshold) leaving the project with that charge reduced to $24 over four 
years. This arrangement produces $23,500 annually for TMA's program 
support. Intermediate goals or target maximums were set for building occu
pancy levels, starting at 50 percent. These are more lenient when occupancy 
is low and more restrictive as it increases. If the maximums are exceeded, the 
developer must implement additional programs to discourage SOY use. 
These target maximums remain in effect for four years after 50 percent 
occupancy is achieved or six years after a temporary certificate of occupancy 
is issued. 

The agreement also includes program requirements such as an ongoing 
educational/informational program to promote ridesharing, transit use and 
flexible hours. TMA serves as transportation coordinator for the develop
ment to maintain the agreement's programs and works with owners, tenants 
and the Metro. It certifies carpools and vanpools and administers incentive 
payments for them. It administers employee travel/parking surveys and 
coordinates with Metro for support services. The program has a precisely 
defined monitoring process for counting parked vehicles and exiting ve
hicles. Tenant companies are allocated two spaces per 1,000 net sq. ft. 
Tenants pay an additional $120 a year for each additional space with the 
money going to TMA's operating funds. 

Results. In its first full year of operation (1988), TMA formed 141 car
pools, five metro vanpools, generated 240 ridematch applications, began a 
park-and-ride shuttle service and helped to initiate new bus service from 
Metro and the Community Transit in Snohomish County. TMA reports a 38 
percent increase in bus ridership among the employees of eleven downtown 
office buildings during 1988. This represents a modal switch of 3 percent 
increasing bus ridership from 7.9 percent to 10.9 percent of all the commut
ing modes used by these employees. 
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Integrate economic development and transport a- · 

tion goals, and set priorities, through an action 

strategy and implementation plan within an adopted 

policy framework. 

The partnership provides an ideal forum for 

integrating and prioritizing the myriad of trans

portation and economic development goals. An 

existing institutional mechanism like the capital 

improvement process of a city or state is another 

important way of achieving the linkage. Where 

government has an official who is the develop

ment coordinator, that person has responsibility 

to achieve coordination among development 

projects. High-level leadership is also critical to 

help solve problems of inter-governmental juris

dications. 

Denver provides a good example of the ne

cessity for such a plan. A severe lack of coordina

tion between and among competing transporta

tion and economic development organizations in 

the metro region has resulted in a series of 

proposed projects vying for community consen

sus and funding. For example, several transpor

tation organizations have emerged with what 

they indicate are crucial projects. These include 

the development of a new airport, a new beltway, 

several new rail lines, a bus high occupancy ve

hicle lane, and finally, the downtown transitway. 

At the same time, various economic develop

ment agencies have moved forward with their 

agendas including a new convention center, a 

new mixed-use development, and talk of a new 

stadium. Add to this the severe financial con

straints of the state and local government and the 

problem becomes quite clear: who gets what 

first? 

Joint Development 

S.C.R. J.D. LIBRARl 
Team members in Denver recommended that 

the city make a concerted effort to consolidate 

transportation functions into one authority. From 

there, they recommended a prioritization of trans

portation projects. Once this occurs, an effective 

partnership can integrate goals and develop an 

action strategy for planning, financing, and im

plementing transportation-economic development 

projects. 

Any plan should be recognized at the highest 

level of state, regional or municipal authority and 

be incorporated into a policy framework. The 

continuity of policy, including the ability to adapt 

to changing circumstances and reduce uncer

tainty for private sector individuals willing to 

take economic risks is critical. Too frequently, 

government, in the absence of any consistent 

goals, pursues ad hoc policies that are disruptive 

to the development process. There are steps that 

can be taken to minimize this. First, the commu

nity should work on a set of development policies 

that frame their actions in the development arena. 

For example, a community might adopt policies 

that promote projects with innovative transport/ 

transit linkages. Subsequent projects as well as 

regulations would have to be examined to see 

that they met that test. Second, local government 

and private enterprise, along with community 

groups, should try to determine what kind of 

community and projects they really want and 

build economic and physical infrastructures ac

cordingly. 

The ability and desire to nurture civic en

trepreneurship, that is, to encourage the risk

takers and build their confidence in implement

ing innovative joint transit projects is an impor-
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tant element of an action strategy. There is 

nothing more damaging to the notion of eco

nomic development than communities that dis

miss the work of effective, innovative people. It 

takes bold action to move an area or community 

into new development ventures. It will be a few 

active and motivated persons willing to make the 

effort that will ensure its success. If these people 

are not rewarded and encouraged, the develop

ment process, and the project in particular, will 

stop and the community may lose a valuable 

opportunity. 

Identify and coordinate available resources to 

encourage private sector participation. 

The design and location of station entrances 

and routes have a direct influence on joint devel

opment opportunities by influencing pedestrian 

flow to major employers. Additional resources 

that transit can contribute to joint development 

include assistance with marketing, signage and 

access. The ability of transportation officials to 

coordinate this planning with economic develop

ment initiatives can be critical to the success of 

joint development. However, transportation 

planning must also be coordinated with land use 

regulations, development incentives, parking 

requirements, and other factors. 

CUED's visit to Buffalo provides a good 

example of the importance of such coordination. 

Unfortunately, the exact location and entrance 

of the Allen-Hospital transit station is not par

ticularly conducive to joint development. Though 

better initial coordination on the station location 

might have resulted in more joint development 

opportunities, the city must now work with what 
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it has and make the most of it. Located in the 

midst of an urban renewal area, any effort to 

encourage joint development in the area would 

require higher densities and different land uses 

than are specified in the urban renewal plan. The 

team recommended that the city use zoning re

strictions and land use incentives to promote 

certain types of development on key parcels. The 

city can also inhibit development where it con

flicts with the potential highest and best use of 

property. For example, the CUED team deter

mined that a site set aside for a mission for 

battered women could probably be used for a 

more efficient economic purpose. 

Carefully considered land use policies are 

one method of promoting positive impacts on 

development patterns and ridership. Besides 

shaping growth, they can help build markets for 

transit services and perhaps provide revenues to 

support capital and/ or operating expenses. Po

tential policy directives include station locating 

and siting designed to assure access to jobs and 

housing, as well as encouraging development 

around the stations which promote transit rider

ship, especially off-peak. One strategy applauded 

by all is mixed-use development. 

According to Robert Cervero, Associate 

Professor at University of California - Berkeley, 

an examination of land-use variables indicates 

that the degree of mixed-use development in a 

project most influences the modal choices of 

suburban office workers. Projects made up almost 

wholly of offices are associated with solo-com

muting. The point is, if workers are given one 

easily accessible center where they can not only 

work, but also walk to dinner afterwards and take 
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care of shopping needs, and that center is served 

by mass transit, they are much more likely to take 

advantage of public transportation. If the drug

store is not across town, people will not require 

an auto to reach it. Highly mixed-use centers 

allow employees to take personal trips on foot in 

a contained area. Also, mixed-use environments 

allow for more shared parking. This reduces the 

total number of spaces in a site as well as poten

tially the overall scale of a project. 

Combining office, commercial, and also resi

dential activity, and offering not only daytime but 

nighttime attractions, is an effective use of land 

for both public and private entities. The private 

sector profits from increased density of employ

ment or residences and higher land values. 

Obviously, greater density is expected to lead to 

increased ridership for transit authorities. Sale 

or lease of real estate or air rights is also a 

possibility for the transit operator. 

Strategies intended to influence density must 

be developed to aid and encourage the use of 

transit. Land-use regulations can be altered to 

allow higher-density zoning and density bonuses 

near transit stations and corridors. The key is 

achieving sufficient density to allow construction 

and operation of mass transit to be a successful 

undertaking. Densities of suburban areas must 

reach levels where the overlapping of common 

trip paths begin to form viable transit markets. 

While this is currently happening in many urban

ized areas, the population also continues to migrate 

outward into low density suburban and exurban 

data are the weakest of metropolitan statistics. 

Consultant Alan Pisarski contends that the key 

issues in analyzing transit markets include, "At 

what densities do most people live? What service 

characteristics are mated to those density lev

els?" He adds that, "These questions are really 

not answerable with the present structures of 

metropolitan data .... The main problem is that 

average densities conceal as much as they re

veal." 

The authority of the local government to 

identify and acquire critical land parcels is also 

an important resource. Property ownership rep

resents control over the actual use of the land. 

Acquiring land permits the city to regulate pre

cisely what sites are developed and how. Absent 

this ability, localities can lend their powers of 

eminent domain to private developers attempt

ing to assemble property within a designated 

area. 

Parking policies have direct impact on the 

success of transportation and development proj

ects. Parking restrictions and pricing in districts 

well served by transit will encourage public tran

sit usage. For example, elimination of free or 

subsidized employee parking helps to discourage 

single occupant vehicle trips. However, such a 

decision should be combined with a ban on park

ing on residential streets and other free facilities 

to guard against spillover. Focusing develop

ment in areas served by transit and restricting it 

elsewhere are other possibilities. 

environs. Setting definitive transit goals is made more 

complex by the relatively tight hold regional and 

Complicating matters is the fact that density state transit agencies, as opposed to state <level-
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opment agencies, have on their local counter

parts. Rarely can a state development agency 

veto a municipality's plans to construct an office, 

commercial center, or other project. The state 

transit agency, however, often does possess these 

powers and may well use them. 

DOING THE DEAL 

The three guidelines mentioned above help 

to build the framework for effective joint devel

opment projects. Once these programs are in

corporated, identifying and implementing the 

project becomes easier. The following guide

lines serve to assist with that process. 

To avoid these extremes, a city can invite 

interest from developers on properties it is pro

moting. This puts the city in a better negotiating 

position if it has identified joint development 

potential on its own before dealing with develop

ers. Consultants and joint development study 

groups are other ways to identify joint develop

ment projects. The invitation to consider the 

project ( or the formal Request For Proposals 

(RFP)) can be sent to several different develop

ment firms. It is possible to begin formal work ( or 

designate a developer) too early or too late in the 

development process. If the city's formal in

volvement with a developer is too early, it might 

be months before both parties realize that the 

wrong developer is working on the project, with 

Identify potential joint development sites and de- the unnecessary expenditure of significant sums 

velopers. of public or private money. On the other hand, if 

A city may select a sole developer to work 

with it on a transit project at a point when not 

much information is available about the project, 

the facilities to be provided or its demand mar

ket. In this situation, the developer attempts to 

assess his/her position without significant expen

ditures of cash or time. In some cases, he/she 

may decide that the project appears feasible, ask 

for the city's designation and support, and then 

expend a prudent amount of front-end money to 

proceed. Some developers may not want to 

investigate the project's feasibility but will first 

request that the city designate them "official 

developers" ( or provide an unofficial "blessing") 

and then request financial assistance from the 

city to determine the project's viability, thereby 

avoiding all risk. In this instance, the city would 

be committed to one developer. 
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the designation comes too late, many of the city's 

decisions and actions might have to be changed 

or restructured to develop a successful project. 

As an inexact science, it requires a degree of 

sophistication on the part of the city's economic 

development and transit staff. 

Initiate dialogue with developers. 

The public sector's involvement in the devel

opment of real estate projects and private sec

tor's role in financing transit improvements is 

likely to be characterized by a series of progres

sively more detailed and involved phases that can 

take years to complete. Initial discussions be

tween city transit/ development and private de

velopers; initial preparation of the development 

program and plan; negotiations between other 

public and private sector individuals; prepara-
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PROFILE: 
NEWARK-AIRPORT-ELIZABETH TRANSIT UNKAGE 

A public/private ownership and financing concept is a major element in a 

proposal to build a $280 million, seven-mile transit link joining Newark's Broad 

Street Station with the terminal at Newark International Airport and Eliza

beth's Midtown Station. The project would include about 10 station stops with 

at least two of them, Newark's Waverly Yards and Airport City in Elizabeth, as 

prime sites for the joint development of major office, retail and residential real 

estate projects. A state-funded study estimates that the transit system would 

attract 12.5 million square feet of office and retail space to the Newark/ 

Elizabeth Corridor along with 5,000 hotel rooms and 3,200 housing units. 

Northern New Jersey's economy is one of the strongest in the nation 

supporting potential new economic development opportunities in two of the 

state's largest cities, Newark and nearby Elizabeth. At the same time, the fast

growing Newark International Airport, located between the two cities, does not 

have an adequate public transit link to these important commercial centers. If 

airport growth is not served by a transit system to handle the increased passenger 

load, traffic congestion will reduce development opportunities in the area and 

increase highway expenditures as well as operating and construction costs at the 

airport. It is estimated that with the transit link, the Newark/Elizabeth corridor 

would have 15 percent of Northern New Jersey's regional office growth through 

1995 with 28,700 new jobs and 54,000 new jobs in the long term. Without the 

link, the corridor's growth share would remain at 6 percent and may decline to 

2 percent in a few years. 

Financing. The report, prepared for the New Jersey Department of Trans

portation and the North Jersey Transportation Coordinating Council, recom

mends that initial capital investment and continuing coverage of operating cost 

and/ or debt service be shared by federal, state and local public entities and 

private developers. 
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Capital Cost Sharing for Approximately 

Port Authority of New York/New Jersey 

(part of adopted five-year capital program) 

Developers, Local/State and UMTA 

(presumes UMTA private initiatives grant) 

Private Financing 

$280 million 

$60 million 

$70-100 million 

$120-150 million 

The report proposes a public/private ownership financing concept which 

shares responsibilities between a Private Transit Development Corporation 

and a Public Transit Services Corporation. The public entity would obtain the 

right-of-way, establish performance requirements for the system and fare levels. 

A private co-venture would be selected to arrange construction financing, 

assemble long-term equity and debt and contract to provide a predetermined 

level of service for a guaranteed cost. The public entity would obtain local 

capital funds to augment private venture financing, collect fare box revenues 

and purchase the services provided by the private co-venture. 

The annual cost for repaying operating, maintenance and capital costs is 

estimated to be $45 million in 1996 dollars. If projected ridership levels are 

reached, the system would require no operating subsidy. A land use policy that 

limits parking is recommended to help the system reach the desired ridership. 

Other sources being considered to fund the project are renewal of the state 

transportation trust fund, developer service fees, special transit improvement 

districts with levies assessed on properties and businesses within the districts or 

benefitting from the transit, tax increment bonds and dedicated revenues. 

The report recommends the adoption of an Automated Guideway Transit 

(AGT) system of automated driverless vehicles operating on an exclusive 

guideway separated from other traffic. AGT would allow for smaller vehicles 

and more frequent service. The report also recommends an across platform 

transfer plan which would provide for direct transfer between the transit link 

and the airport's passenger distribution system. 
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The Growth Connection, a coalition of area business, civic and government 

leaders, proposes that a vendor be selected early to negotiate for a conditional 

franchise with the AGT manufacturer, planners, engineers and financial insti

tutions. It has proposed that the line be built in two concurrent segments so 

development revenues from the first segment, Newark's Penn Station to Airport 

City in Elizabeth, can be used to finance the second segment. This presumes that 

heavy borrowing could be avoided as fare box revenues would cover the cost of 

operating and maintaining the system. Under the Growth Connection proposal, 

private sector financing share would be increased and a initial construction 

grant would be required from UMTA's New Starts Program. 

Joint Development. The transit link includes opportunities for joint develop

ment of station sites and value capture by the public sector to help pay for the 

system. Joint development techniques considered are negotiated private sector 

investments in property and transit capital costs; access agreements for direct 

tie-ins to transit stations; land and air rights leasing; and public/private joint 

venture participation in real estate development. It is estimated that potential 

joint development projects would yield $42.1 million in local tax revenues in 

1995 and grow to $77 million annually in the long term. 

One potential site for joint development is Airport City. Projected develop

ment calls for 1.2 million square feet of office space, 50,000 square feet of retail 

space, a hotel and conference center and parking for over 4,000 cars. Another 

site is located in a 14-acre blighted area in Elizabeth which has been earmarked 

for redevelopment. The presence of a transit station would greatly affect the 

market for office development. Development plans for the Station Park site 

include 610,000 square feet of office space, 464 residential units and over 2,600 

parking spaces. 

References: Final Summary Report: Newark/Elizabeth/NIA Economic 

and Transit Access Study, New Jersey Department of Transportation and North 

Jersey Transportation Coordinating Council, prepared by Gannett Fleming. 

The Growth Connection: Urban Development in Northern New Jersey Through 

the Transit Link to Newark Airport, Newark/Elizabeth Technical Advisory 

Committee, Elizabeth Development Co.: The Atlantic Group. 
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tion of an implementation agreement; acquisi

tion of public approval; and implementation of 

the agreement and the project are all elements 

that must be handled by both groups. Cities can 

initiate projects by issuing a request for proposals 

to jointly develop a transit/real estate site or can 

react to proposals submitted by developers. In 

either case, successful completion of the first 

phase is critical. 

Conduct realistic market and feasibility studies 

early on to determine the best use for land. 

Successful public/private collaboration on 

transit development depends upon early and 

continued discussions during the project's feasi

bility stage, when the developer assumes many 

risks, such as the expenditure of front end money 

for feasibility and market studies of location, 

circulation, site, and soil. If the project does not 

proceed, the developer is left with nothing to 

show for his/her time and effort but a large 

expenditure for predevelopment analysis. It is 

therefore vital that the developer and local de

velopment and transit officials define responsi

bilities and initiate the various phases required 

for public planning, review and approval before 

either party invests time or money. This initial 

phase is crucial for establishing a clear under

standing and working arrangement between the 

public sector and the developer. 

If the developer initiates the project, he/she 

will contact the development and/ or transit agency 

of the locality. The early discussions between the 

city and the developer should include facility or 

service objectives, denote the type(s) of use(s) 

desired and propose potential locations, and so 
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on. Ideally, the development and transit agen

cies would then form a team of professionals to 

assist the developer in meeting requirements for 

the project's development and the city's needs. It 

is important that the developer and the city begin 

to discuss responsibilities for phasing develop

ment, time constraints, potential public incen

tives or potential private funding. These prelimi

nary discussions should result in an informal 

agreement that assigns responsibilities and es

tablishes a timetable. Agreement at this stage 

will lay the foundation for successful joint devel

opment. 

In some circumstances, it may be advanta

geous for a city to perform or fund an economic, 

demand or other feasibility study, particularly 

when the city is proposing the development of a 

transit facility in an economically weak or unde

sirable area. A city may need market studies to 

attract developers to an area or to resolve basic 

issues -- for example, questions about the market 

(i.e., can office and retail be supported ina transit 

node) or about the site (poor soils that present a 

need for expensive mitigation measures). More

over, before the city or state does agree to fund 

such studies, it should fully understand the types 

of studies needed and credentials (and the abil

ity) of consulting firms that might perform them. 

Cities should also be aware of the problems 

that can occur in providing all the capital for 

predevelopment expenses. Therefore, exclusive 

public expenditures for front end expenses can 

sometimes hinder rather than accelerate private 

progress on the project. The developer should be 

somewhat more at risk than the city. 
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PROFILE: 
BALTIMORE1S UGHT RAIL TRANSIT 

Private financing of joint development sites will help pay for a 27-mile 
Central Light Rail Transit ( CLRT) project under consideration by the Maryland 
Mass Transit Administration (MTA). The $290 million line with 37 stops will 
link downtown Baltimore with expanding suburban centers of employment and 
activity to the north and south. In addition to two prospective sites in the 
suburbs, developers have identified between $75 million and $125 million in po
tential development projects near stations in the city and Baltimore County. 

The major employment/ activity centers are Hunt Valley/ Cockeysville north 
of the city, downtown Baltimore, and Baltimore/Washington International 
Airport (BWI) to the south. These developed centers have major new develop
ment projects in planning or construction which the placement of the CLR T 
should enhance. The CLRT would also provide station stops to serve the 
planned new stadiums in the city's Camden Yards area for the Baltimore Orioles 
baseball team and for a professional football franchise. Permanent connection 
of the region's employment/activity centers is critical to control growth in the 
Baltimore area. 

The project would be built primarily on existing rights-of-way and railroad 
corridors, making for a relatively low capital cost of about $10.7 million per mile. 

Major Actors. The light rail proposal has evolved over 20 years since a mass 
transportation plan for the Baltimore area was completed in 1965. Since then, 
several studies have examined alternative ways to provide public transit services 
to the corridors of the region. Maryland MTA decided on light rail in 1987. Over 
the years, business and community groups at the metropolitan and local level 
have been apprised of these plans and have generally supported rail as a solution 
to the area's transportation problems. The three local governments, Baltimore 
City, Baltimore County and Anne Arundel County, are each contributing $15 
million to the $45 million local share of the project. 

Financing. The $290 million capital costs of the project (figure adjusted for 
inflation through the construction period) includes $178 million for construc
tion, $52 million for transit vehicles, $30 million for right-of-way acquisition, and 
$30 million for design. Financing would come from public federal, state and 
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local sources with revenues from private investment expected later from the joint 
development of transit station sites and adjoining parcels. 

Capital Cost Sharing for $290 Million 

State Transportation Trust Fund $205 million 
Local Jurisdictions ($15 million each) 45 million 
UMTA (for suburban extensions) 40 million 

Farebox revenue is expected to cover 69 percent of operating costs after the 
first year of operation. Daily ridership is projected to be 33,100, resulting in $8.3 
million in annual revenue against an annual cost of $12 million. Revenues are 
expected to grow at a faster rate than operating costs as ridership increases. 

Joint Development Potential. MTA is working with local jurisdictions to 
assure the greatest amount of benefit in already planned and proposed projects. 
In downtown Baltimore, development along the line is being formulated with the 
plans of Market Center Development Corporation and Charles Center Inner 
Harbor Management for several major developments. These include expansion 
of the Baltimore Convention Center; an office building at the northwest corner 
of Pratt and Howard Streets; a federal office building at Redwood and Howard 
Streets; and the Brexton Building at Chase and Howard Streets. 

Hunt Valley and Cockeysville are expanding rapidly with large office/ 
business parks. Projects include Hunt Valley Business Community, 305 Interna
tional Circle, Longview Phase 4 and Park Plaza in the North Park in Cock
eysville. BWI Airport is expanding with new business parks such as Airport 
Square Technology Park, Airport Square and International Trade Center. Plan
ning for the stadiums in the Camden Yards is being coordinated between MT A, 
the Maryland Stadium Authority and Baltimore City to attain the best use of 
resources. 

MTA proposed an innovative financing approach by seeking private bids on 
packages that linked rail car procurement with development proposals. The 
agency has since separated the rail car financing from development but propos
als on two sites that resulted from these bids are under consideration. These are 
in Timonium, north of the city, and at Dorsey Road, on the southern extension. 
Timonium, with nearby industrial and business parks is proposed for high-rise 
office development. Dorsey Road is a less developed area and is seen as a 
potential low-rise commercial/ office development. Both sites are park-and-ride 
stops in the new system. 
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Prepare a development program and plan. 

Early demand and market analyses and prepa

ration of a completed plan identify the basic 

assumptions upon which further negotiations will 

rest. The municipality should at this stage per

form a first analysis to assess whether the project 

meets its transit needs as well as provides the 

developer with sufficient financial return. Un

fortunately, a developer's presentation of a com

pleted development plan that identifies the ma

jor phases, property uses, and design characteris

tics of a project is often the city's first involve

ment in a project. This sequence has caused mis

understandings and delay in the development 

process. A city's involvement in preparing a 

development plan can help avoid costly delays 

and problems, particularly about decisions that 

contradict city policy. A joint transit develop

ment plan should include an initial agreement 

that states desired and necessary public and pri

vate actions and the phasing for each to clarify 

the positions of both parties. 

Negotiate development arrangements. 

In most large developments, a series of nego

tiations takes place after an initial development 

plan is tentatively selected. The developer at

tempts to reduce his/her risk and increase his/ 

her return on investment. The municipality tries 

to meet its objectives at the least cost to the city. 

In essence, what takes place during this phase of 

negotiation is a combination of the traditional 

analysis of the project's feasibility by the private 

developer with a new analysis of the project's 

likely public "return." 
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Discussions will be much more specific and 

useful if the resulting information is treated 

confidentially. In some states, keeping the infor

mation confidential is difficult because local offi

cials are required by statute to hold public meet

ings and make their proceedings available to the 

public, especially when state and federal monies 

are used. In those cases, a nonprofit develop

ment corporation may be established to negoti

ate for the city to maintain confidentiality, as the 

staff of a nonprofit entity have more flexibility 

and a greater ability to negotiate privately and 

confidentially. 

If a proposal or any part of it proves in

feasible, further negotiations are necessary. For 

example, the city, to meet its transit and develop

ment objectives, might ask for changes in the 

project's design, siting or packaging. If both 

parties agree on the terms, then the process 

moves to the next step: a formal or informal 

implementation agreement, depending on the 

legal and political context of the development 

Prepare an implementation agreement and obtain 

public approval. 

A major transit joint development project 

might involve a complex set of agreements, phased 

over the pre-development and development stages. 

Financing, public or private acquisition of land, 

public reviews and approvals, and construction 

must be timed to allow efficient completion of 

the project. An implementation agreement should 

define the necessary public sector actions, which 

may require the approval from government agen

cies and/ or elected officials, and private actions. 

Public sector actions might include such issues as 
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adjustments to zoning, public hearings, land 

acquisition and disposition, additional infrastruc

ture improvements, permits, leasing arrangements, 

additional funding, tax abatements and special 

assessments/fees. Private actions include pre-

project manager, approve the leases _and para

transit service contracts (if necessary), supervise 

construction, and generally control the project; 

and 

paring a plan, financing, timing construction, o How will the partnership be dissolved in the 

attending public hearings and dedicating land. event of a dispute. 

If a joint transit venture between a city and a Implement the agreement and the project. 

developer is undertaken, the diverse interests of 

both parties must be considered. A public/ As the project proceeds, parts of the agree

private implementation agreement should be very ment will likely be adjusted to reflect changes in 

specific addressing the following issues: the market conditions, more detailed knowledge 

o How depreciation is to be defined and allo-

cated; 

o Who will be responsible for cost overruns and 

operating deficits on the project; 

o Who will approve and monitor management 

fees, developer fees, contingency funds, and re

serves for replacements, as well as who will po-

lice their operation; 

o Who will hire ( and if necessary fire) the 

Joint Development 

about the site and local demands, and financing. 

Throughout the entire process, the public, elected 

officials, news media, special interest groups, and 

other public bodies must constantly be informed 

about the development plans. The education 

process and local learning curve varies by the size 

of the city and complexity of the project. As joint 

development proceeds, the key to success may 

rest in the community's ability to use its resources 

and incentives in strategic combinations that 

contribute to making a desirable and financially 

feasible real estate and transit investment -- for 

both the public and private sector participants. 
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Significantly, adequate transportation of 

people and products is a characteristic ranked at 

the top of nearly all locational preference stud

ies. Companies trying to make a decision about 

where to build or move their operations are 

concerned with highway accessibility, condition, 

and capacity, airport availability, and railroads as 

a means for transferring their materials and 

products. They are also concerned with transit as 

a means for getting employees to work. A good 

transit system provides employees with more 

choices of where to live and gives employers a 

wider pool of people from which to choose. Lack 

of transit limits worker availability. 

Joint Development 

The lack of adequate mass transit facilities is 

correctly blamed on the American commuter's 

post-war dependence on the automobile and the 

evolutionary shift away from public transport. In 

addition, it can be traced to three causes: deliber

ate public policies such as rapid economic devel

opment, inadequate public finance policies to 

deal with such growth, and the behavioral pat

terns of residents. While rapid residential and 

commercial development in many suburban areas 

is partly a result of public policies adopted to 

expand tax revenues, many suburban and some 

city residents believe that these have worked too 

well. Most believe that the recent surge in com-
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mercial and non-residential development has 

been the main reason behind rising traffic con

gestion. As a result, they have begun to demand 

limits on the scale and speed of future growth. 

In reality, there are several reasons for this 

growing congestion and its negative impact on 

local attitudes toward growth. First, primary pat

terns of urban growth frequently work against 

mass transit, as residential areas and commercial 

employment centers are spread throughout the 

region where they cannot be easily served. Sec

ond, increased congestion is also based in the be

havioral patterns of the same households that are 

now complaining about traffic congestion; subur

ban residents who chose to escape high densities 

and congestion in the city are inextricably linked 

to the convenience and luxury of the automobile 

for commuting to work. Often, public transpor

tation is something most suburban Americans 

want someone else to use so those people will get 

off the roads they themselves want to drive on. 

The construction of more roads is not neces

sarily the answer, considering that freeways and 

highway construction costs between $50 - $100 

million per mile, not including acquisition of 

right-of-ways, compared to the $20-$25 million a 

mile for a light rail line running at street level or 

on a private right of way. The development of 

transit facilities must be combined with other 

measures to mitigate America's growing infra

structure predicament. Some cities have moved 

in this direction by persuading businesses to stag

ger work hours at major commercial nodes, cre

ating van pools, designating HOV (high occu

pancy vehicle) lanes and developing more mass 

transit facilities, such as light rail systems to 
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alleviate traffic congestion (unfortunately, in the 

long run these steps will probably succeed in 

decreasing some traffic congestion but may do 

nothing to reduce the dependence on cars). 

Though it is difficult to predict how many 

people will be convinced to leave their treasured 

automobiles at home ( overestimations of pro

jected ridership are very common), making a 

dedicated effort to integrate economic develop

ment with transit can be expected to help reduce 

congestion on our streets and highways some

what. Potential riders must be persuaded that 

mass transit, as a method for getting around, is 

more efficient, less stressful, and no more costly 

in the long run. In addition, these riders will be 

able to "do" just as much without a car as with one. 

A true reduction in congestion will help ward off 

"no-growth" or "slow-growth" movements in our 

cities and suburbs. These movements, obviously, 

can largely inhibit development of both the well

planned and haphazard sort. 

Coordinated joint development provides 

measurable benefits for all players: transporta

tion officials, developers, economic development 

officials, municipalities and citizens. Joint devel

opment plans (for mostly privately financed mass 

transit systems) are still relatively experimental, 

and thus far, have amounted to only a few inter

esting projects. However, there are several ways 

in which joint development of transit facilities 

and services can be developed and promulgated. 

Because each project is unique, no single tech

nique can be judged as always "best." But, the de

velopment of an effective public-private partner

ship is a necessary first step toward a more mobile 

urban society. 
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o Oak Street Redevelopment Project, Buffalo, New York 

o The Pomona Rail Station and Transportation Center, Atlantic County, New Jersey 

o California/Stout Street Transitway, Denver, Colorado 
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Buffalo, New York 
Oak Street Redevelopment Project/ 

Allen-Hospital Transit Station Area 

City of Buffalo 
Division of Community Development 

January 23-24, 1989 

OVERVIEW 

In response to recent public investments such 

as the light rail rapid transit and new develop

ment pressures, the city is reexamining the Oak 

Street Development Project urban renewal plan, 

which has not been updated since 1970. Lying 

just to the north of the Central Business District 

along Main Street, the plan area includes about 

30 blocks to the south, east and north of the 

Allen-Hospital Transit Station. The city is pre

paring for anticipated future growth that will 

occur because of activity related to both the 

station as well as four important regional medi

cal-related facilities. 

The planning process will incorporate four 

major objectives: (1) maximize the benefits to be 

derived from both public and private investment 

within the corridor; (2) encourage and promote 

ridership on the Light Rail Rapid Transit Sys

tem; (3) maintain stable residential neighborhoods 

while encouraging high density residential devel

opment where appropriate; and (4) consolidate 

and concentrate retail commercial activity on 

Main Street in close proximity to the transit sta

tions. 
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As an element of the larger transit corridor 

study, the Allen-Transit Station area has been 

identified as a significant resource for improving 

Buffalo's economic climate because it is an im

portant regional hospital and science center. The 

city of Buffalo would like to take advantage of 

that development potential to encourage new 

development near the station and to improve 

ridership on the transit system. The city is re

viewing its vision for the area in light of new 

development pressures resulting from the exist

ing economic base and the impact of improved 

transportation to the area. 

SCOPE OF SERVICES 

Within a two-block radius of the transit sta

tion can be found one of the nation's leading 

cancer centers and a recently certified heart 

transplant center. Buffalo General, Buffalo 

Medical Group, the Medical Foundation of 

Buffalo and Roswell Park Memorial Institute 

have all indicated that expansion plans could well 

be in their future. Parking is already a problem 

in the area, which future development may only 

exacerbate. 
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The station, located on Main at Allen Street, 

is the first of eight stations outside the Central 

Business District extending northward to the 

Buffalo-Amherst city line. Although the area has 

major medical-related employers and other ac

tivity, a great deal of vacant and underutilized 

property is also located within the Oak Street 

Redevelopment Project area and the area to the 

west of the station. The city is reexamining ways 

to encourage future institutional development 

while optimizing the use of mass transit. 

CUED was asked to help by: 

(1) Examining how zoning and land use plan

ning is coordinated in the project area; 

(2) Evaluating the influence of station en

trance locations on joint development oppor

tunities by determining how they impact on 

pedestrian flow to major employers; 

(3) Suggesting how the relationships among 

the major constituencies might be better coordi

nated to encourage joint development; 

( 4) Identifying land acquisition opportunities 

that could put the Buffalo Urban Renewal Agency 

(BURA) in the position to encourage joint devel

opment opportunities; and 

(5) Analyzing the strength of the hospital/in

stitutional market and its potential impacts on 

ancillary retail and residential demand. 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on its study, the CUED team made a 

number of observations regarding the Allen

Hospital Transit Station area. The hospitals and 

health-related institutions are the driving eco-
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nomic force in the station area, employing more 

than 6,800 people. These health-related institu

tions are key in creating new demand for devel

opment in the station area and providing value

added service jobs. They expressed a need for 

additional research and development space. 

Transit ridership at the Allen-Hospital Sta

tion is higher than expected, yet still quite low 

relative to the proportion of potential riders. In 

large part, this has resulted because major em

ployers subsidize parking and the transit system 

only has one line. In order to achieve the Niagara 

Frontier Transportation Authority's (NFf A) goals 

of essentially doubling ridership on the system 

within the next decade, development policies 

along the system must encourage high-density 

commercial and residential development. 

Unfortunately, the CUED team identified 

potential conflicts between current development 

proposals before the city and future institutional 

development potential. Finally, the team found 

that the city's role must be a catalyst for develop

ment, but positive inter-institutional relation

ships are key to successful implementation of any 

new plan. Building on these relationships can 

also help create new opportunities for joint ven

tures and allow more formal collaborations on 

projects of mutual interest. 

CUED concurred that the urban renewal 

plan needs updating and suggested ways to rec

oncile differences between NFT A's goals and the 

present renewal plan objectives. Specifically, 

CUED recommended: 
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(1) The city should begin updating the urban 

renewal plan to incorporate economic changes 

such as the transit, but also, to be more inclusive 

and forceful. The plan should specify activities to 

be allowed, the city's commitment, urban design 

guidelines, expanded boundaries of the urban 

renewal area, and a consortium of local property 

owners to be an integral part of the process. 

schedule. The plan must adapt to changes in the 

environment to remain effective. 

(6) The city should generate the maximum 

use of publicly owned land in the urban renewal 

area. Ownership represents control over the ac

tual use of property. 

(7) Mixed-use development should be a pri-

(2) The Transit Corridor Master Plan should mary consideration in the area. The residential 

be revised and recognized at the highest level of use proposed under the current urban renewal 

public authority. A master plan for the corridor plan should be a secondary consideration in the 

completed in 1985 provides fairly detailed infor- area to the east of Main Street. 

mation about the market and potential develop-

ment opportunities at the Allen-Hospital Station 

as well as the remainder of the light rail system. 

That plan was never officially adopted, and thus, 

has not been implemented. 

(8) NFTA, the city and area institutions and 

businesses should encourage increased transit 

ridership in the short term at Allen-Hospital 

through improved marketing, signage and ac

cess. A partnership among all the local actors 

(3) The city should organize an implementa- that tries to change attitudes and provides finan-

tion plan within an adopted policy framework. cial incentives would likely be most effective in 

The city should take a pro-active role in seeing attracting commuters and visitors to use transit. 

that the plan is implemented. 

( 4) The city should coordinate public and pri

vate activities to insure proper uses of inputs and 

resources. The city, State University of New 

York (SUNY) at Buffalo, the medical institutions, 

and a consortium of the private property owners 

can all bring resources to the table in implement

ing a station area plan. 

(5) The city and the proposed property con

sortium should periodically review and update 

the redevelopment plan and implementation 
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TEAM 

Herbert J. Bailey, Assistant City Manager, Mi

ami, Florida 

David 0. Hash, Director of Property Develop

ment, Dome Corporation, Baltimore, Maryland 
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Atlantic County, New Jersey 

The Pomona Rail Station and 

Transportation Center 

Atlantic County Department of 

Regional Planning and Development 

December 15-16, 1988 

OVERVIEW 

Atlantic County, New Jersey, through its 

Department of Regional Planning and Develop

ment proposes to build a rail station and develop 

a transportation center in an effort to meet the 

growing transit needs of its residents and labor 

force and to facilitate private investment in one 

of the fastest growing areas of the county. In the 

late spring of 1989, passenger rail service will be 

initiated between Philadelphia and Atlantic City. 

There are four stops planned for Atlantic County 

which will serve both the local and inter-city user. 

Pomona, located in the fast growing Galloway 

Township with some of the area's largest employ

ers, was not slated for a rail stop by the New 

Jersey Transit Corporation which will operate 

the rail line. 

Local officials believe that a rail stop at Pomona 

could be an integral part of an intermodal trans

fer point because of its proximity to existing and 

planned transportation infrastructure and major 

office and commercial development. The pro

posed station could become part of a transporta-

S.C.R.-T.D. LIBRARY 

The county has been very aggressive in seek

ing ways to diversify its economy which is based 

to a large extent on the casino industry and 

related activities. An expanded convention cen

ter, a recently announced effort to build a 220-

acre office and research park and new business 

development generated by the national Federal 

Aviation Administration (FAA) Technical Cen

ter are key ingredients of the county's economic 

diversification effort. The airport to support the 

expanded convention industry, the proposed 

Atlantic Research Park and the FAA technical 

Center are all located adjacent to the proposed 

rail site. Consequently, the Pomona rail stop is 

considered essential by many public and private 

officials to the success of these and other efforts. 

SCOPE OF SERVICES 

Atlantic County is seeking to identify the 

most suitable development expected as a result 

of the Pomona station and to point out initial 

steps in a long-term strategy to implement and 

finance the rail station and transportation center. 

tion center providing easy access to the nearby Specifically, the CUED team was asked to: 

Atlantic City International Airport as well as bus (1) Examine the value of the transportation 

and auto services. center in attracting new development and ex-
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panding existing facilities. What types of devel

opment would find the area near the station most 

attractive? 

(2) Consider the alternative public/private fi

nancing strategies for the feeder transit services 

to the transportation center. What are the appro

priate funding mechanisms for the service? 

(3) Identify the initial steps to implement the 

transportation center. What actions should be 

taken beyond the feasibility study? 

( 4) Analyze the applicability of joint develop

ment/value recapture. What actions should be 

taken by the public sector to leverage private 

investment in the transportation center or any 

related service? 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The CUED team found that the Pomona site 

is a unique concentration of existing and pro

posed transit services and major residential and 

non-residential development. In this growth area 

as defined by the Pinelands Commission, the 

area's environmental planning agency, the county's 

major assets for technology development are 

centered. The FAA National Technical Center, 

the Atlantic City International Airport, the area's 

state college and medical center are already 

located in the Pomona area. Within the next ten 

years, the area will change dramatically with the 

expansion and possible relocation of the airport, 

the 220-acre Atlantic Research Park, additional 

development due to expansions at the FAA and 

medical center, the beltway and the Atlantic 

City-Philadelphia rail line. 

The CUED team found that the Pomona site, 

based on existing and proposed residential and 
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non-residential development, supports the loca

tion of a rail station. The employment projected 

for the research park, the planned expansion of 

the airport and the expected growth of the con

vention industry and the county's ever widening 

labor market point to use of a Pomona station at 

least equal to already approved stops. 

Support for a transportation center linking 

air and rail service, providing au to access and 

meeting the needs of the research park was evi

dent in the team's discussions with public and 

private sector representatives. The developers 

of the research park consider it essential--second 

only to the beltway. Convention authority offi

cials believe that an improved airport with direct 

rail service to the new convention center will 

enhance the area's ability to attract major meet

ings and exhibitions. Both the county and Town

ship consider the rail station essential to local 

efforts to promote economic diversification and 

reduce traffic congestion. Private developers 

believe the station would be an asset to the area 

and several expressed interest in participating in 

a possible joint venture arrangement. 

The tremendous growth in the area and the 

importance of effectively linking the airport, rail 

service and beltway points to the need for addi

tional planning, according to the CUED team. 

The potential impact of the major development 

near the Pomona site on Galloway and nearby 

Hamilton townships needs to be analyzed and 

efforts undertaken to minimize negative impacts. 

The team noted that planning assistance to un

dertake the necessary analysis of regional growth 

issues and transportation linkages was available 

from the state and the Pinelands Commission. 
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The CUED team was also asked to identify 

the potential users of the rail station. Employees 

of the research park who can walk from the 

proposed station site to their offices, convention 

visitors arriving by air or from Philadelphia and 

seeking to go downtown to the convention center 

at the rail line's terminus, and resident commut

ers to Atlantic City or possibly the Cherry Hill

Philadelphia area are the most likely transit users. 

Casino visitors and employees are initially un

likely to use the station because of the existence 

of casino-specific transit services. The schedule 

and number of daily trains will be the critical 

determinants of use. 

CUED's recommendations fall into two cate

gories: (1) short-term actions to develop the nec

essary information and public-private dialogue 

to design the rail station and (2) long- term 

strategies related to the rail station and its link

age to other transit modes and proposed devel

opment. 

CUED recommends that the county take 

immediate action to get approval for the pro

posed feasibility study of the Pomona site. This 

effort will identify the specific market, provide 

implement the Pomona rail station and transpor

tation center. This group would examine the 

goals and objectives of the rail station, review the 

scope of services and work of the consultant for 

the feasibility study and provide a forum for the 

necessary dialogue which must occur in any major 

development project. This task force with its 

public and private sector interests could also 

begin to develop a framework for a future joint 

venture arrangement for the rail station and 

transportation center. 

In the long term, the county needs to: (1) 

establish an economic and structural link be

tween the Atlantic Research Park and rail sta

tion; (2) continue public-private communication 

to provide an opportunity for joint venture ar

rangements and value recapture; (3) design the 

station so that it can be developed into a multi

modal center if demanded and include retail and 

commercial space; ( 4) pursue the expeditious 

development of the beltway including the linkage 

to the Pomona area and (5) coordinate the physi

cal and operational design of the rail station with 

the airport including scheduling, baggage han

dling and transfer. 

initial physical design requirements and suggest TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TEAM 

possible financing scenarios. Additionally, the 

county should expeditiously move to take advan

tage of available planning funds to address re

gional growth issues. It should also meet with 

township planning officials in the very near fu

ture to discuss the Pomona station, review the 

status of the UMTAgrant for the feasibility study 

and examine potential areas of concern. Finally, 

the CUED team recommends that the county 

establish a public-private task force to design and 

Joint Development 
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Denver, Colorado 

California/Stout Street Transitway 
Denver Partnership, Inc. and Greater Denver 
Chamber of Commerce 

February 2-3, 1989 

OVERVIEW 

Capitalizing on the success of the 16th Street 

Transit Mall, the public and private leaders in 

Denver are working to develop another public 

transportation transitway in an effort to improve 

downtown traffic circulation and strengthen the 

link between economic development and trans

portation. Plagued with an economic recession 

associated with the 1984 slump in the energy 

market, city leaders must build upon every asset 

to return the area to its competitive position. 

One advantage they intend to utilize is Denver's 

attraction as a transportation hub for tourist en 

route to the Rocky Mountains. Recent efforts to 

build on this include the development of a new 

convention center and what is slated to be the 

world's biggest airport. 

Yet, solving downtown circulation problems 

and coordinating regional transportation proj

ects are crucial first-steps to any economic devel

opment efforts. According to a recent study, with 

45 percent of commuters driving alone, Denver 

would have to build up to 38 more traffic lanes 

into downtown by the year 2010 to accommodate 

even slow growth in the city. This is environmen-
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tally unfeasible, as well as financially and physi

cally impossible. 

To resolve the access problem, the City of 

Denver and the Denver Partnership, Inc. jointly 

developed a Downtown Area Plan calling for 

significant transportation improvements. The 

Plan demonstrates the need to double downtown 

transit ridership by the year 2000 and to double it 

again in the longer term in order to maintain high 

quality and efficient access. A convenient, at

tractive rapid transportation system is suggested 

as paramount to this effort. 

The cornerstone of a new rapid transit system 

is the proposed California/Stout Street Tran

sitway. Running perpindicular to Denver's suc

cessful 16th Street Transit Mall, the California/ 

Stout Street project would improve access to the 

heart of downtown by converting 12 vehicular 

blocks into a public transit thruway. The Tran

sitway will provide quick and easy access into 

downtown for the new north corridor busway, 

reducing both travel time and traffic congestion 

and increasing public transportation ridership. 

The Transitway is also designed to accomodate 

an at-grade rail system that is being planned from 

the southeast corridor. 
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SCOPE OF SERVICES 

The recession-plagued financial constraints 

of the state and local government and the inabil

ity of the regional community to reach consensus 

on transportation priorities have created obstacles 

to implementing the Transitway. The Denver 

Partnership and the Greater Denver Chamber of 

Commerce believe that the project is both a 

necessary first-step in improving transportation 

access and uniquely linked to the community's 

economic development goals. Committed to 

making the project happen, they invited a CUED 

team to recommend the best sources of financing 

and identify joint development opportunities as 

well as next step alternatives. 

In particular, they requested technical assis

tance in the following areas: 

(1) Examine the current design for the tran-

out. The team recommended that city leaders 

continue to make its implementation a priority. 

Finding joint development potential limited, a 

strong private sector activism, fragmented trans

portation leadership, and a weak linkage be

tween economic development and transporta

tion, the CUED team made the following recom

mendations: 

(1) Coordinate regional transportation func

tions into one regional transportation financing 

authority. 

(2) Undertake a reexamination of zoning and 

land-use practices to encourage coordination with 

the Transitway. 

(3) Set up a benefit assessment district to fi

nance the Transitway. 

sitway; ( 4) Institute a parking tax dedicated to transit 

(2) Evaluate the influence of the convention development. 

center and Transitway on joint development op-

portunities; (5) Encourage private sector contributions of 

(3) Analyze organizational relationships and Transitway stations. 

how they might be better coordinated to encour

age joint development; 

( 4) Identify land acquisition opportunities to 

encourage joint development; 

(5) Analyze market conditions to determine 

the strength of the market as well as ancillary de-

mand. 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

(6) Designate property around the conven-

tion center for appropriate uses. 

Recommendations were based on findings 

surrounding the following issue areas: joint 

development, financing, policy and planning, and 

leadership and management. 

With regard to joint development, the team 

In general, the team found the Transitway studied three obvious sites and concluded that 

project to be both beneficial and well thought joint development potential was limited to the 
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construction of station shelters or aesthetic im

provements. Though suggested as a potential 

joint development site, a property directly across 

from the new convention center was recommended 

for convention center related uses, which is not 

conducive to joint development. The prospec

tive convergence of two additional transit lines 

should provide strong attractions for office de

velopment, although their peak-hour service 

commuter orientation will be of slight economic 

benefit to the convention center and its related 

hotels. 

The second site at the intersection of the 

Transitway and 16th Street Mall would normally 

provide the greatest opportunity for joint devel

opment because of the enormous additional value 

added by the combined commuter facilities. This 

does not appear feasible in downtown Denver, 

however, because the property that might pro

vide the greatest increase in economic value as 

the result of transit location has already been 

intensely developed, is being held for retail or 

contains historic structures. The final site at the 

turn-around provided some joint development 

potential, although limited, due to the heavy 

presence of government buildings. 

Impressed with the history of private sector 

activism in Denver, the team advised the city 

leaders to build on this momentum with respect 

to alternative financing plans for the Transitway. 

In particular, they recommended an assessment 

district and parking tax as additional financing 

mechanisms. Given the absence of a strong 

incentive to develop heavily because of the tran

sit lines, developer contributions or exactions are 
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not a significant source of funding for transit 

improvements. Faced with this, Denver was 

advised to create a new special tax district to 

spread the costs as widely as the benefits through

out the business district. The significant pres

ence of transit as proposed means that a rela

tively simple cost-benefit formula can be adopted 

reflecting the fact that a quarter of the downtown 

employees use transit now. This is a district-wide 

benefit without which further expansion of down

town would be most unlikely. 

In reference to policy and planning, the team 

made three recommendations for the city to 

consider to insure the success of the proposed 

Transitway. The team found impressive ele

ments of vitality in the downtown but noted the 

relative scarcity of housing and entertainment. 

Because public transportation is dependent upon 

off-peak ridership, it is important that the city 

make every effort to insure that the downtown 

remain vital beyond the workday. They recom

mended a reexamination of land-use and zoning 

policies to encourage the development of hous

ing and entertainment in the downtown, drawing 

on walking ranges from transit for residential, 

office and retail uses. 

Additionally, the team found the develop

ment process in the downtown to be haphazard. 

The success of the Transitway is dependent on 

development nearest it, and the city should make 

every effort to target development to that area 

and, in general, better coordinate land use policy, 

economic development, and transportation ef

forts. Finally, they pointed out that while the 

economy remains fragile in Denver the retention 
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of existing businesses must continue to be a should make every effort to insure that this rela-

priority. A proposed beltway is likely to encour- tionship is fostered. 

age decentralization, and the team advised city 

leaders to install the proposed North and South- TEAM MEMBERS 

east transit lines before the beltway is completed. 

With regard to transportation leadership and 

management, the team recommended the con

solidation of transportation planning and opera

tions which is currently shared by several special 

districts and corrider specific organizations. In 

addition, they concluded that the southeast rail 

line and north busway connections are essential 

to the success of the Transitway, and city leaders 
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Non-
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Commercializing Technology: Linking Research 
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Minority Enterprise Development (#60) (Dec. '89) $17.50 $21 .50 
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JNFORMA TION SERVICE REPORTS (continued) 
Airport Growth: Creating New Economic Opportunities (#61) (Dec. '89) $17.50 $21 .50 
Communitv Colleaes: An Econ. Develooment Resource (#62) <Dec. '89) $17.50 $21 .50 
Utilities As Catalysts in Local Economic Development ( #63) (Dec. '89) $17.50 $21.50 
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Competitive Advantaae $17.50 $20.00 
Computer Applications in Economic Development $15.00 $17.50 
Coordinated Urban Economic Develooment $15.00 $17.50 
Downtown Improvement Districts $32.50 $36.00 
Downtown Retail Revitalization $20.50 $23.00 
Downtown Safety, Security and Economic Development $43.50 $48.50 
Emoloyina Human Capital $15.00 $17.50 
Establishina and Operatina Private Sector Development Oraanizations $17.50 $20.00 
Guide to State and Federal Resources (Paperback) $33.75 $37.50 

for Economic Development (Hardcover) $45.00 $50.00 
How Downtowns Orqanize for Results $27.50 $29.50 
Incubator Resource Kit $25.00 $29.00 
Manaaina Economic DeveloPment $25.00 $27.95 
Movina Towards Joint Develooment: The Econ. Dev.-Transit Partnershio $30.00 $35.00 
Plant Closures and Community Recoverv (Oct. '89) $33.50 $39.50 
Private Sector Develooment Oraanizations (PSDOs) : A Directorv i11.5o i20 .oo 
Revitalizing Small Town America: (Paperback) $21 .50 $25.00 

State & Federal Initiatives <Oct. '89) (Hardcover\ i35_50 $40.00 
The State's Role in Incubator Planning and Operation $14.00 $17.00 
Strateaies and Tactics for Successful Retail Recruitment Downtown $39.00 $43.50 
Anni 1~1 forlorn! 811rlru~t Ronnrt frP.P. ~10.nn 
Economic Develooment Year in Review free $10.00 
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Foreign orders must be prepaid in U.S. dollars. Please include $3.50 for shipping and handling. 

Name __________________________________ _ 

Organization,...._ _______________________________ _ 

Addres.:>------------------------------------
City _____________________________ State __ Zip_ 

Phone(_) _____ _ 

D I am a CUED member. D Please send membership information. 

Mail orders to: 
National Council for Urban Economic Development, 1730 K St., N.W., Suite 915, Washington, D.C. 20006, 
ATTN : Publications. If you need additional information or assistance, call (202) 223-4735. 

S.C.R. T.O. UBRArt 
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The National Council for Urban Economic Development 
1730 K St. NW, Suite 915, Washington DC 20006 (202) 223-4735 

Jeffrey A. Finkle, Executive Director 


